‘Update in Hospital Medicine’ offered practice pearls at HM19

Studies that question common practices

By Jeff Craven

On the big stage at HM19 in late March, Carrie Herzke, MD, FAAP, FACEP, SFHM, and Christopher Moriates, MD, FACP, SFHM, undertook the daunting task of summarizing a year’s worth of research relevant to the practice of hospital medicine – all within the span of an hour.

As has been standard with the “Update in Hospital Medicine” session at previous SHM Annual Conferences, the presenters touched on lighter topics in the medical literature: a prospective cohort study that found drinking coffee was inversely associated with mortality, even for those who drink up to eight cups a day; a cross-sectional observational study in which patients noted that what a physician wears is an important consideration for them during care, with a white coat preferred over formal attire as the most highly rated preference in a clinical care setting; and a study from a pediatric journal in which researchers calculated the average transit time for a Lego figurine head ingested by an adult.

But Dr. Herzke and Dr. Moriates mainly covered more serious subjects. In an interview before the session, Dr. Herzke, associate vice chair for clinical affairs in the department of medicine at Johns Hopkins Medicine in Baltimore, said she and Dr. Moriates chose studies across the fields of infectious diseases, cardiology, and hematology.

Continued on page 4
Hospitalist Movers and Shakers

By Matt Pesyna

Christina L. Andrew, DO, a medical director on the hospitalist team at McLeod Regional Medical Center in Florence, S.C., and Zeshan Anwar, MD, medical director of Evangelical Community Hospital's hospitalist group in Lewisburg, Pa., were named Senior Fellows in Hospital Medicine (SFHM) by the Society of Hospital Medicine. SFHMs are dedicated to promoting excellence and improving the quality of patient care.

Dr. Andrew has been with McLeod since 2008. The board-certified internist received her medical degree from Des Moines (Iowa) University Osteopathic Medical Center and did her residency at the Cleveland Clinic. To earn SFHM status, physicians must have worked as a hospitalist for at least 5 years and be a member of SHM for 5 years.

Dr. Anwar has been in his current position since 2015. He coordinates staff resources and inpatient care for the facility where he has worked since 2013. He has his medical degree from King Edward Medical University, Lahore, Pakistan, and did his residency at Bronx-Lebanon Hospital Center in New York.

Tiffany Egbe, MD, has been named to the board of directors of Refuge International, which builds relationships in Guatemala that allow for medical services to be provided to an underserved population.

Dr. Egbe is a hospitalist in internal medicine at Christus Good Shepherd in Longview and Marshall, Tex. She serves as program director of internal medicine residency for the University of Texas Health Science Center in Tyler, Tex. Dr. Egbe earned her medical degree from the University of Alabama at Birmingham.

II Jun Chon, MD, has been named vice president of medical affairs with WellSpan Ephrata (Pa.) Community Hospital. Dr. Chon, a hospitalist, had previously been the medical director of WellSpan Ephrata's hospitalist services and president of the facility's medical staff. Dr. Chon earned his medical degree from the Medical College of Pennsylvania (now Drexel College of Medicine) and completed his residency at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital, both in Philadelphia.

Megan Hamreus, DO, was named chief of staff at Scripps Mercy Hospital in San Diego, Calif. Dr. Hamreus will oversee 1,000 doctors at two facilities.

Dr. Hamreus has been with Scripps Mercy for 10 years, serving as a hospitalist and a faculty member of the family medicine residency training program of Family Health Centers of San Diego. Chief of staff is a 2-year elected term.

Jade Brice Rosshell, MD, was named chief medical officer at Shelby Baptist Medical Center in Alabama. Dr. Rosshell was promoted from director of the center’s hospitalist program.

Dr. Brice Rosshell was named as one of 68 honorees on Becker’s 2019 list of African American Leaders in Health.

Dr. Brice Rosshell has been with Shelby Baptist since 2015. Her medical degree is from Howard University, Washington, and she completed her residency at Tulane University, New Orleans.

Anju Manral, MD, recently was appointed as medical director for the University of New Mexico Student Health and Counseling Center in Albuquerque. The internist has experience as a hospitalist focused on palliative care and has worked at UNM’s Family Health Clinic. Dr. Manral also serves as an assistant professor in the UNM General Internal Medicine Department.

The Hiawatha (Kan.) Community Hospital has unveiled its new hospitalist program, which will be led by Dustin Williams, DNP. He will provide hospitalist and emergency medical services to patients every Tuesday through Friday, an on-call specialist will serve as hospitalist on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday.
Top 10 tips community hospitalists need to know for implementing a QI project

Consider low-cost, high-impact projects

By Gopi Astik, MD; Audrey Corbett, MD; Hemali Patel, MD; and Theresa Ronan, MD

Quality improvement (QI) is essential to the advancement of medicine. QI differs from research as it focuses on already proven knowledge and aims to make quick, sustainable change in local health care systems. Community hospitals may not have organized quality improvement initiatives and often rely on individual hospitalists to be their champions.

Although there are resources for quality improvement projects, initiating a project can seem daunting to a hospitalist. Our aim is to equip the community hospitalist with basic skills to initiate their own successful project. We present our “Top 10” tips to review.

1. **Start small:** Many quality improvement ideas include grandiose changes that require a large buy-in or worse, more money. When starting a QI project, consider low-cost, high-impact projects. Focus on ideas that require only one or two improvement cycles to implement. Understand your hospital culture, flow, and processes, and then pick a project that is reasonable.

Projects can be as simple as decreasing the number of daily labs ordered by your hospitalist group. Projects that are small could still improve patient satisfaction and decrease costs. Listen to your colleagues. If they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues, if they are discussing an issue, turn this into an idea! As you learn the culture of your colleagues.

2. **Establish buy-in:** Properly identifying and engaging key players is paramount to a successful QI project. First, start with your hospital administration, and garner their support by aligning your project with the goals and objectives that the administration leaders have identified as important for your institution. Next, select a motivated multidisciplinary team. When choosing your team, be sure to include a representative from the various stakeholders, that is, the individuals who have a variety of hospital roles likely to be affected by the outcome of the project. Stakeholders ensure the success of the project because they have a fundamental understanding of how the project will influence workflow, can predict issues before they arise, and often become empowered to make changes that directly influence their work.

Lastly, include at least one well-respected and highly influential member on your team. Change is always hard, and this person’s support and endorsement of the project, can often move mountains when challenges arise.

3. **Know the data collector:** It is important to understand what data can be collected because, without data, you cannot measure your success. Arrange a meeting and develop a partnership with the data collector. Obtain a general understanding of how and what specific data is collected. Be sure the data collector has a clear understanding of the project design and the specific details of the project. Include the overall project mission, specific aims of the project, the time frame in which data should be collected, and specific inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Often, data collectors prefer to collect extra data points up front, even if you end up not using some of them, rather than having to find missing data after the fact. Communication is key, so be available for questions and open to the suggestions of the data collector.

4. **Don’t reinvent the wheel:** Prior to starting any QI projects, evaluate available resources for project ideas and implementation. The Society of Hospital Medicine and the American College of Physicians outline multiple projects on their websites. Contact colleagues at other institutions and obtain their input as they are likely struggling with similar issues and/or have worked on similar project ideas. Use these resources as scaffolding and edit them to fit your institution’s processes and culture, and use their metrics as your measures of success.

5. **Remove waste:** When determining QI projects, consider focusing on health care waste. Many current processes at our institutions have redundancies that add unhealthy time, effort, and inefficiency to our days that can not only impede patient care but also can lead to burnout. When outlining a project idea, consider mapping the process in your interested area to identify those redundancies and inefficiencies. Consider focusing on these instead of building an entirely new process. Improving inefficiencies also can help with provider buy-in with process changes, especially if this helps in improving their everyday frustrations.

6. **Express your values:** Create a sense of urgency around the problem you are trying to solve. Educate your colleagues to understand the depth of the QI initiative and its impact on their ability to care for patients and patient safety.

Sharing your passion about your project allows people to understand your vested interest in improving the system. This will inspire team members to lead the way to change and encourage colleagues to adopt the recommended changes.

7. **Recognize and reward your team:** Identify people who are part of your team and ensure they feel valued. Recognition and acknowledgment will allow people to feel more involved and to gain their buy-in. When it comes to results or progress, consider your group’s dynamics. If they are competitive, consider posting progress results on a publicly displayed run chart. If your group is less likely to be motivated by competition, hold individual meetings to help show progress. This is a crucial dynamic to understand, because creating a competitive environment may alienate some members of your group. Remember, the final result is not to blame those lagging behind but to encourage everyone to find the best pathway to success.

8. **Be okay with failure:** Celebrate your failures because failure is a chance to learn. Every failure is an educational opportunity to understand what not to do, or a chance to gain insight into a process that did not work.

Be a divergent thinker. Start considering problems as part of the path to solution, rather than a barrier in the way. Be open to change and learn from your mistakes. Don’t just be okay with your failures, own them. This will lead to trust with your team members and show your commitment.

9. **Finish:** Even if you anticipate that the project will fail, you should see the project through to its completion. This proves both you and the process of QI are valid and worthwhile; you have to see results and share them with others.

Completing your project also shows your colleagues that you are resilient, committed, and dedicated. Completing a QI project, even with disappointing results, is a success in and of itself. In the end, it is most important to remember to show progress, not perfection.

10. **Create sustainability:** When your QI project is finished, you need to decide if the changes are sustainable. Some projects show small change and do not need permanent implementation, rather reminders over time. Other projects may be sustainable with EHR or organizational changes. Once you have successful results, your goal should be to find a way to ensure that the process stays in place over time. This is where all your hard work establishing buy-in comes in handy.

These tips are a hospitalist’s starting point to begin making changes at their own community hospital. Your motivation and effort in making quality change will not go unnoticed.

Good luck!
Dr. Shaughnessy is a division chief at Phoenix Children’s Hospital, a free-standing children’s hospital with a community hospital background, in which hospitalists admit most, if not all the patients, while subspecialty services have been transitioning only recently to having their own admitting services and employing the ideas of limited co-management. She reminded the HM19 audience of the essential principles of co-management: shared responsibility, authority, and accountability for the care of a hospitalized patient; and discussing the scenarios, both from literature and real life, in which this line could become blurry at times. Many pediatric programs are moving away from a traditional consultation model, Dr. Shaughnessy said, in which a consult is called for a new or a persistent problem with a patient, and where a consulting team signs off upon the resolved issue. The more modern co-management model infuses a need for anticipatory and prevention-heavy approach, intertwined with fiscally responsible ideas that must be palatable for all: administration, hospitalists, and patients.

Dr. Shaughnessy reviewed a number of articles from both adult and pediatric literature with varied results, some that have shown decreased length of stay, decreased number of medical complications, decreased readmissions, decreased number of tests, but some that have also shown an increase in median hospital costs, emphasizing perhaps the importance of context in which one practices.

Finally, she identified patient selection, collaborative relationships, clear roles delineation, and excellence in communication as four main factors deciding the faith of a co-management model.

**Key takeaways for HM**

1. Careful selection of patients to be co-managed is essential and can prevent potential increase in costs and negative outcomes.
2. Success in medical and surgical co-management relies on well-delineated roles, collaborative culture, and immaculate communication.

Dr. Giordano is a pediatric neurosurgery hospitalist and assistant professor in pediatrics at Columbia University Irving Medical Center in New York.

**Practice pearls**

Continued from page 1

that should make hospitalists question common practices and consider changing how they practice medicine at their home institution.

Dr. Moriates, assistant dean for health care value at the University of Texas at Austin, said in an interview that their topic choices reflected the breadth and diversity of patients taken care of by hospitalists. For example, he noted during the HM19 session that results from several studies suggest hospitalists may soon choose oral antibiotics over IV antibiotics for care of certain patient populations: the recent POET trial suggests use of oral antibiotics for patients with left-sided infective endocarditis resulted in a lower length of stay in hospital (19 inpatient days) compared with use of IV antibiotics (3 inpatient days and 17 additional treatment days post discharge), while the OVIVA trial found a lower but noninferior treatment failure rate among patients who received oral antibiotics for bone and joint infection, compared with IV antibiotics. Although these were both well-done studies, Dr. Moriates and Dr. Herzke emphasized that the results challenge widely accepted standards of care, and it may not yet be time for a paradigm shift.

Direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) also are being studied in patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) and cancer; Dr. Herzke said, and apixaban (Eliquis) 5 mg appears to be the preferred dose for a lower risk of stroke and mortality in patients with ESRD and atrial fibrillation. The speakers said there are further studies being developed for management of AF in patients with heart failure and DOACs for patients with ESRD.

Another retrospective cohort study from research in the Massachusetts Public Health Dataset found that buprenorphine may have a number needed to treat of 50 for opioid use disorder, which Dr. Moriates said is close in proximity for the number needed to treat for aspirin. “It seems like it’s time for this to become standard of care,” he said.

The speakers also highlighted common practices hospitalists should stop performing based on the latest evidence.

In one example, they revealed that there is conflicting research on angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors. One study found transient preoperative interruption of ACE inhibitors was associated with a reduction in intraoperative hypotension during a noncardiac, nonvascular surgery. A second study linked ACE inhibitor use with a reduction in all-cause mortality. However, long-term use of ACE inhibitors also appears to be associated with a 14% increase in lung cancers, with an increased incidence based on longer use duration.

Hospitalists should also be aware of recommendations from a study on oxygen therapy. Dr. Herzke noted, which found that extra oxygen therapy may harm patients with MI or stroke; as a result, hospitalists should “wean oxygen as tolerated” in these patients. In addition, hospitalists also may want to consider using oral vancomycin (Vancocin) or fidaxomicin (Dificid) for treatment of *Clostridium difficile* infections, based on new evidence that found there is a higher cure rate for those treatments, compared with metronidazole.

Dr. Moriates and Dr. Herzke had no relevant financial conflicts.
Telehospitalist, workload projects win RIV competition

Identifying, resolving clear problems

By Thomas R. Collins

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / A program using “telehospitalists” to hasten and improve patient care won the top prize in the Innovations category of the RIV competition at the SHM 2019 Annual Conference in March. In the Research category, a study on workload to improve overnight cross-coverage care took the top prize.

Jeetinder Kaur Gujral, MD, a family medicine and palliative care physician at Northwell Health in Bay Shore, NY, said that the telehospitalist program at her institution uses a telehealth hub that is on call to consult with patients when the on-site hospitalist is unable to evaluate a patient in the emergency department within 30 minutes. Dr. Gujral’s winning study examined results at one of Northwell’s tertiary centers from January to October of 2018, where a telehospitalist works from 12 p.m. to 10 p.m.

Researchers found there was no significant difference in the severity of illness between the patients seen by the on-site hospitalist and the telehospitalist – if anything, the patients consulted by the telehospitalist were a bit sicker, Dr. Gujral said. But there was significantly less variation in the time it took for a telehospitalist to consult with a patient than the on-site physician.

“We are more predictable, because it’s a press of a button, and we are there,” Dr. Gujral said. “I don’t have to leave to go down to the ED to see the patient.”

Kelly Sponsler, MD, assistant professor at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, who led the Innovations judging at HM19, said the project seems to be a new idea: taking a concept built to cover long distances at rural centers and using it within a center’s own program to improve care.

“There was a clear problem that the team had identified,” Dr. Sponsler said. “It’s very common that, in mid- to late afternoon or early evening hours, the ED admits a bolus of patients all at the same time, and so commonly you have only one or two people available to do admissions... So this was a creative solution to off-load some of the workload from that primary admitted, but also to really reduce the time interval between when the ED requests the admission and the patient is actually seen.”

In the cross-coverage study that won in the Research category, an index developed by NASA to quantify perceived workload was used to assess factors that boost workload during night shifts, said Ruth Bates, MD, an assistant professor at Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn.

It wasn’t the number of patients that boosts workload during these hours, but the number of pages, action items, and rapid-response team and intensive-care unit activations. The number of unnecessary pages that overnight hospitalists receive is the prime target to reduce the workload. The idea is to reduce “low-value communication.” Dr. Bates said, for example, a page about a lab value that is a “tiny bit off.”

“The morning team is going to be coming around in 2 hours, so it’s much better for someone that knows the patient, that is following their plan of care, to have those questions answered at rounds,” she said. “That’s just one example of really low-value communication that has interrupted somebody’s work flow and is not really increasing the quality of patient care.”

Trainee winners were Cameron Locke, MD, a resident physician at the University of California, San Francisco, for a study on a multidisciplinary approach to cut endoscopy delays, which won in the Innovations category. That study was presented by Molly Kantor, MD, assistant clinical professor at University of California, San Francisco.

The Research category trainee winner was Monisha Bhatia, MD, JD, MPH, of Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami for her work on using phenotypic data from electronic health records to predict discharge destination.

Erin Frost, MD, a resident in internal medicine and pediatrics at Duke University, Durham, N.C., won the top prize in the Clinical Vignettes category, for her presentation of a case of a woman with acute digital ischemia after an injection of sublingual buprenorphine and naloxone.

The trainee winner in Clinical Vignettes was a case of C. difficile infection of a total hip arthroplasty, presented by Benjamin Claxton, MPH, a medical student at Penn State University, Hershey. The category’s pediatrics winner was Erin Finn, MD, a resident at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, for her presentation of a case of myocarditis in a 14-year-old.

Tweet this! Social media as career development

Extend your networking circle

By Jeff Craven

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / Social media can be more than a tool to connect with friends and family, said Vinite Chopra, MD, MBBS, FHM, Charlie Wray, DO, and Vineet Arora, MD, MAPP, MHM, at an HM19 session entitled “Tweet Your Way to the Top? Social Media as a Career Development Tool in Hospital Medicine.”

Online outreach can play crucial roles in everything from continuing education and research to networking and career advancement, but most of the conversations in medicine are really focused in the Twitter-sphere, the three hospitalists said.

“Social media has allowed me to connect with leaders in hospital medicine and many other medical communities,” said Dr. Wray, an assistant professor of medicine at the University of California, San Francisco. “It has allowed me to share my work and success with the hospitalist community in addition to highlighting my trainees’ and colleagues’ success. My engagement has created opportunities to get involved with projects that I never could have previously imagined. And it has extended my networking circle and made annual gatherings like the SHM Annual Conference even more beneficial and high-yield for my career.”

For session copresenter Dr. Chopra, associate professor and chief of the division of hospital medicine at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, social media “helps develop your brand and your identity. It is a wonderful way for people to know what you do, who you are, what you stand for, and your views and opinions on various topics.”

Social media “can connect you to leaders in the community so that they know who you are and what you are accomplishing. So when time comes for you to move on, people within this community will know who you are and what you’re known for at a national level,” said Dr. Wray, who is deputy digital media editor for the Journal of Hospital Medicine.

Sharing on social media for the medical profession is mainly focused on dissemination of information, engaging in communities and networking beyond your institution. The three presenters shared tips of the trade during the session, such as how to boost exposure to a tweet by including hashtags, posting photos, and sharing links. To overcome time commitment barriers, tie your Twitter contributions to something you are already doing, said Dr. Arora, as...
Best of RIV highlights practical, innovative projects

Delirium, alcohol detox, and med rec

By Thomas R. Collins

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / A project to improve how hospitalists address inpatient delirium, which has led to reductions in length of stay and cost, took center stage in the Best of RIV plenary session at HM19 in March.

The project, conducted at the University of California, San Francisco (UCSF), was presented alongside projects on alcohol detox at the Cleveland Veterans Affairs Medical Center and on medication reconciliation at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston.

“The plenary is the top three of the 1,000 that are out there — so, impressive work,” said Benji Mathews, MD, SFHM, the chair of the Research, Innovations and Vignettes competition.

At UCSF, the project was meant to tackle the huge problem of delirium in the hospital, said Catherine Lau, MD, SFHM, associate professor of medicine there. Each year delirium affects more than 7 million people who are hospitalized, and hospital-acquired delirium is linked with prolonged stays and more emergency department visits and hospital readmissions. But research has found that as many as a third of these hospital-acquired cases can be prevented, Dr. Lau said.

New admissions and transfers — a total of more than 2,800 patients — were assessed for delirium risk, and those deemed high risk were entered into a delirium care plan, aimed at prevention with nonpharmacologic steps such as maximizing their mobility and helping them sleep at night.

All patients also were screened on every nursing shift for delirium, and those diagnosed with the disorder were placed in the delirium care plan, with notification of the patient’s team for treatment.

The average length of stay decreased by 0.8 days (P < .001), with a decrease of 1.9 days in patients with delirium, compared with outcomes for nearly 2,600 patients before the intervention was implemented, Dr. Lau said. Researchers also found a decrease in $850 spent per patient (P < .001), with a direct savings to the hospital of a total of $997,000, she said. The 30-day readmission rate also fell significantly, from 18.9% to 15.9% (P < .05).

The screening itself seemed to be the most important factor in the project, Dr. Lau said.

“Just the recognition that their patient was at risk for delirium or actually had delirium really raised awareness,” she said.

The project on alcohol detox used careful risk assessments at emergency department discharge, e-consults, protocols to limit benzodiazepine prescribing, and telephone follow-up to reduce hospital admissions and 30-day readmissions, as well as length of stay.

Researchers used scores on CIWA — a 10-question measurement of the severity of someone’s alcohol withdrawal — and history of complicated alcohol-use withdrawal to determine whether ED patients should be admitted to the floor or sent home with or without prescriptions for gabapentin and lorazepam, said Robert Patrick, MD, a hospitalist at the Cleveland VA.

Perhaps the most innovative feature of the program was using systolic blood pressure and heart rate in addition to CIWA to determine whether someone should receive a benzodiazepine, he said. Someone with a CIWA of 9-12, for instance, would be prescribed one of these drugs only if their vitals were elevated, Dr. Patrick said.

He encouraged other hospitalists to try a similar program at their centers.

“You don’t have to be at a VA to do this,” he said. “And most importantly, you don’t have to have a cooperative ED to do this. You can do this just within your hospitalist group.”

In another presentation, Jeffrey Schnipper MD, MPH, FHM, associate professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School, Boston, described the results from a project in which SHM’s MARQUIS program — an evidence-based “toolkit” on medication reconciliation — was implemented at 18 hospitals. The kit offers a plan to get the best possible medication history give medication counseling on discharge, and identify patients at risk for medication discrepancies. The 18 sites were coached, with areas of improvement identified.

By months 13-18 of the study period, the number of medication discrepancies had fallen to 0.93 per patient for those who’d received at least one form of intervention, compared with 3.69 per patient among those who’d received none.

“The MARQUIS interventions, including the toolkit and mentored implementation,” Dr. Schnipper said, “are associated with a marked reduction in medication discrepancies.”
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HM20 to emphasize diversity in course offerings

More expansive CME offerings also on deck

By Randy Dotinga

Hospitalist Benji K. Mathews, MD, SFHM, CLHM, will bring a unique commitment to medical education to the 2020 Society of Hospital Medicine Annual Conference, which will be held next year in San Diego April 16-18. Indeed, Dr. Mathews enjoys receiving the occasional item of medical technology at his home. Just ask his elementary-school-age children: They’ve learned how to use handheld ultrasound devices on each other.

“They’re able to find their siblings’ kidneys and hearts,” said Dr. Mathews, an assistant professor of medicine at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, and a hospitalist with HealthPartners in Saint Paul, Minn. “I often show an image of this to encourage hospitalists that, if children can pick it up, highly educated providers can do the same and more!”

Dr. Mathews is the course director for HM20, and in an interview with The Hospitalist, he said he expects HM20 will build upon the successes of this year’s conference and support SHM’s commitment to diversity in voices and programming. More than 4,000 attendees are expected.

“The HM20 conference is a team effort with a diverse group serving on the annual meeting planning committee,” he said. “In conjunction with the submissions we receive from the open call, the Annual Conference Committee really builds on the momentum and feedback from attendees from the previous year’s annual meeting. We will identify popular sessions and topics and also review the data we receive from attendees about how they rated sessions and speakers. The chair and committee members will review all of these metrics and use them to plan HM20.”

Dr. Mathews said several topics will get special emphasis in 2020.

“We would like to have more content for nurse practitioners and physician assistants and continued representation from the broad range of hospitalists throughout the nation in academic and community settings,” he said.

“We’re also hoping to provide more credit offerings in addition to those we now offer via the American Academy of Family Physicians and the American Osteopathic Association. Next year, we’re hoping to offer pharmacology credit.”

In addition, he said, “we hope to have focused content on diversity issues such as women in hospital medicine and gender and racial bias. We also plan to provide a continued focus on integration of work and life, and topics in technology such as bedside ultrasound and telemedicine.”

Technology will be more than a topic at HM20. SHM plans to embrace it in the conference itself to a greater extent than ever before. “We hope to build an online interactive schedule so that attendees may search tracks by day and credit type and schedule their sessions ahead of time,” Dr. Mathews said. “There will still be a PDF schedule, but we hope to push a more interactive, paperless version. We also hope to have e-posters for the first time at HM20.”

The emphasis on technology is a perfect fit for Dr. Mathews, who’s a pioneer in the use of bedside ultrasound.

“I was fortunate to be a part of a great residency program at the University of Minnesota Medical School, which started a hospital medicine pathway that had several nationally recognized hospital medicine leaders as mentors,” he said. “I was lucky to work with several of them through the HealthPartners organization in Saint Paul, and that developed in me a further desire to practice hospital medicine. The group and mentors provided opportunities to develop further niches in my practice. I took interest in the field of improving diagnosis and combined it with the 21st-century innovative tool of bedside ultrasound. Now, I continue to teach clinicians, educators, and learners.”

Dr. Mathews has no relevant disclosures.
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Accreditation Statement
The Society of Hospital Medicine is accredited by the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) to provide continuing medical education for physicians.
SHM past president Dr. Nasim Afsar acknowledged Dr. Samir Shah (left) and Dr. Brian Harte (right) as the latest Masters in Hospital Medicine.

Hospitalists visited Capitol Hill to meet with Congressional representatives and staff on SHM’s “Hill Day” at HM19.

HM19 gave hospitalists from around the world an opportunity to reunite with friends and colleagues.

Among the more popular HM19 events was the RIV poster competition.

The pre-courses held on the Sunday prior to HM19 offered practical, clinical education.

SHM CEO Dr. Larry Wellikson shared a laugh with SHM past president Dr. Ron Greeno during the opening plenary session.
HM19’s Research Shark Tank a resounding success

By Mark Lesney, PhD
MDedge News

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / A few lucky hospitalists had the chance to compete for dedicated consultation time from experienced hospital medicine mentors during the SHM Annual Conference’s first Research Shark Tank.

During the session, four hospitalists each presented a 5-minute “pitch” of a research, quality improvement, or medical education project to three senior quality and research leaders in hospital medicine serving as the “sharks.” These pitches were followed by 7 minutes of moderated questions and feedback from the sharks and the audience. Sharks then “bid” on the projects, offering up to 2 hours of one-on-one consultation during the conference or as needed.

The four projects included a study of the use of off-site scribes listening in to patient/hospitalist interactions to eliminate the need for the doctor to be glued to the computer screen, which was presented by Thea Dalfino, MD, chief of hospital medicine at Albany (N.Y.) Memorial Hospital; a rethinking of medical education to emphasize the role of hospitalists as mentors to individual student “apprentices,” presented by Amulya Nagarur, MD, of the department of medicine at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, and Christiana Renner, MD, of University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas; and a redesign of patient hospital gowns to optimize, comfort, morale, and functionality, presented by Cheryl Dellasega, PhD, professor of medicine and humanities at Penn State University, Hershey.

The winning project was presented by Meera Udayakumar, MD, medical director at the University of North Carolina REX Healthcare in Raleigh. She discussed “The Equalizer,” a computerized tool to optimize patient distribution among hospitalists in order to balance workflow in a practice.

In discussing the thinking behind this unique session, Luci Leykum, MD, SFHM, chief of the division of general and hospital medicine at the University of Texas, San Antonio, who served as one of the sharks, stated that: “We’ve always tried to do things to promote the pipeline of research in hospital medicine and to raise the visibility of research activities at the annual conference. In the past, we have done one-on-one ‘speed dating’ with mentors, but the research committee thought this format would be more interactive and that audience members could benefit from hearing the discussion.”

The other participating sharks were Andrew Auerbach, MD, MPH, MHM, professor of medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, and former editor of the Journal of Hospital Medicine, and Hardeep Singh, MD, chief of the health policy, quality, and informatics program at the Center for Innovations in Quality, Effectiveness, and Safety at the Michael E. DeBakey Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Houston.

Dr. Leykum said she was looking to see whether the pitched projects have clearly articulated questions that are important and interesting and whether the proposed methods would sufficiently answer those questions. She also considered what the implications were if the work was done.

Audience members had a chance to ask questions and, if they were interested, to potentially partner with presenters or adopt similar ideas at their own institutions. Attendees were exposed to innovative ways of solving problems that are common in hospital medicine.

Adapting to change key to hospitalists’ future

By Thomas R. Collins

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / Outgoing Society of Hospital Medicine president Nasim Afzar, MD, SFHM, told a packed ballroom of hospitalists at HM19 in March that it’s not change to the health care industry that is most central to their future, but how they assume a role within it and how they spark it themselves.

With a tone that was, at times, almost ebullient about change, Dr. Afzar characterized the flux of health care as a series of opportunities to improve patient care.

“Run towards change,” said Dr. Afzar, chief ambulatory officer and chief medical officer for accountable care organizations at University of California, Irvine. “And be a force of positive change.”

Dr. Afzar described four major themes of change to the health care landscape that will affect how hospitalists do their jobs.

- **A new setting of care.** “The care of the patients is moving from the hospital to the ambulatory setting,” she said. “Some of the surgeries that we used to do in the ER are now being done in ambulatory surgery centers. Antibiotics are being infused via IVs at patients’ homes.”
- **Focus on health and well-being.** “There’s a transition as a society on focusing on the sick to prevention of disease,” she said. “How can we prevent chronic illness once it occurs? How can we limit its progression? This is a very new focus for us in health care.”
- **An increasing role of patient care teams.** This includes primary care doctors, pharmacists and case managers – rather than hospital-based teams.
- **A new focus on patient-centered care.** “It’s a focus about how we can be everywhere the patient is, at anytime that the patient needs us,” she said.

Outgoing, new presidents discuss vision

**Dr. Christopher Frost**

A sense of the way forward, Dr. Afzar said, came out of recent strategic meetings of the SHM board of directors, in which they talked about the role and future of hospitalists in population health management and value-based care. They agreed hospitalists should define themselves by their values and competencies, not by the hospital building itself. Hospitalists should use the acute care episode to make sure patients are connected to a larger system of care with wellness and prevention in mind.

In his own address at the SHM Annual Conference, Christopher Frost, MD, SFHM, the president-elect of SHM and national medical director of hospital-based services for LifePoint Health in Brentwood, Tenn., echoed Dr. Afzar’s theme of action in the context of change.

A key word, he said, is “multifarious” – the health care industry changes, and the ways hospitalists are tackling them come in many and various types.

“We will not just react to, but actually help author, aspects of this change,” he said, including the continued move from fee-for-service models to value-based and risk-based models of payment and how to put new insights into disease processes to use and how they’re linked to social factors.
Hand-on critical care lessons at HM19

‘A lot of hospitalists are intubating’

By Thomas R. Collins

NATIONAL HARBOR, MD / As the hospitalist tried to position the portable video laryngoscope properly in the airway of the critically ill “patient,” HM19 faculty moderator Brian Kaufman, MD, professor of medicine, anesthesia, and neurology at New York University, issued a word of caution: Rotating it into position should be done gently or there’s a risk of tearing tissue.

Soon, a small video monitor displayed the desired view of the manikin’s airway. Then the tube, with a flexible metal rod guiding it, was inserted successfully. The audience of learners, assembled in a room for the HM19 pre-course on critical care, gave light applause.

One step at a time, hospitalists attending the session grew more confident and knowledgeable in handling urgent matters involving patients who are critically ill, including cases of shock, mechanical ventilation, overdoses, and ultrasound.

Kevin Felner, MD, associate professor of medicine at NYU, said there’s a growing need for more exposure to caring for the critically ill, including intubation.

“There are a lot of hospitalists who are intubating, and they’re not formally trained in it because medicine residencies don’t typically train people to manage airways,” he said.

The goal of this kind of training is to provide familiarity to supplement the experience a hospitalist might have already had.

“It might massage some of the things you’re doing, make you afraid of things you should be afraid of, make you think about something that’s easy to do that you’re not doing, and make things safer,” Dr. Felner said.

In a simulation room, James Horowitz, MD, clinical assistant professor and cardiologist at NYU, demonstrated how to use a laryngeal mask airway (LMA), a simpler alternative to intubating the trachea for keeping an airway open. Dr. Kaufman, standing next to him, clarified how important a skill this is, especially when someone needs air in the next minute or is at risk of death.

“Knowing how to put an LMA in can be lifesaving,” Dr. Kaufman said.

In a lecture on shock in the critically ill, Dr. Felner said it’s important to be nimble in handling this common problem – quickly identifying the cause, whether it’s a cardiogenic issue, a low-volume circulation problem, a question of vasodilation, or an obstructive problem. He said guidelines – such as aiming for a mean arterial pressure of 65 mm Hg – are helpful generally, but individuals routinely call for making exceptions to guidelines.

The idea behind the pre-course, Dr. Felner said, was to give hospitalists a chance to enter tricky situations with everything to gain, but nothing to lose. He described it as giving students “learning scars” – those times you made a serious error that left you with a lesson you’ll never forget.

“We’re trying to create learning scars, but in a safe scenario.”

SHM welcomes four new board members

Four new hospitalists joined the Society of Hospital Medicine’s Board of Directors at the 2019 SHM Annual Conference: Bryce Garland, MD; Flora Kisuule, MD; Mark Shen, MD; and Chad Whelan, MD.

Bryce Garland, MD, FHM

Dr. Garland is hospital group president and cochief of clinical operations at Emory Healthcare in Atlanta. He joined Emory as a physician in 2005, practicing in hospital medicine. In 2012, Dr. Garland assumed the position of COO at Emory University Hospital until mid-2015, when he was named CEO. He has played key roles in the hospital’s University Health System Consortium rankings for quality and safety achievements, Magnet accreditation for nursing excellence, and the successful treatment of four patients diagnosed with Ebola virus disease.

Flora Kisuule, MD, SFHM

Dr. Kisuule is an assistant professor at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and an assistant professor in the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, both in Baltimore. In July 2004, she joined the division of hospital medicine at Johns Hopkins and has served as the division’s associate director since 2007. Dr. Kisuule also serves as the associate vice chair for clinical operations in the Johns Hopkins Bayview department of medicine. She is the recipient of the 2018 SHM Outstanding Service Award. Regionally, Dr. Kisuule has served as the vice president of the Baltimore chapter of the division of hospital medicine and has been recognized by the regional chapter as the hospitalist of the year. Nationally, she has served on several committees of the Society of Hospital Medicine and consulted on hospitalist programs around the country. Internationally, Dr. Kisuule has developed and mentored hospitalist programs in Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, and Central America.

Mark Shen, MD, SFHM

Dr. Shen has been president of Saint Louis Children’s Hospital since November 2018. He was with Ascension Health from 2007 to 2018 and served in multiple leadership roles, including president at Dell Children’s Medical Center/Dell Children’s Health in Austin from 2013 to 2017. From 2017 to 2018, Dr. Shen served as chief executive officer for the Ascension Texas Accountable Care Network and as senior vice president of network development at Ascension Texas. In those roles, he initiated and developed statewide partnerships across the pediatric and adult systems and built a network of more than 2,700 providers covering 170,000 people across central Texas.

Chad Whelan, MD, FHM

Dr. Whelan is the chief executive officer of Banner – University Medical Center Tucson. Dr. Whelan comes to Banner with significant experience having previously served as the president of Loyola University Medical Center (LUMC) in Maywood, Ill., the only academic medical center within Trinity Health, where he was responsible for oversight of the 550-bed hospital and 25 ambulatory clinic sites with 700 employed physicians and 4,500 employees. While at LUMC, and prior to becoming president there, Dr. Whelan served as senior vice president and chief medical officer. His background also includes multiple leadership and clinical roles at Loyola University Health System and the University of Chicago Medicine.
Planning for change in hospitalist practice management

Compensation, workflow top concerns

By Jeff Craven

National Harbor, MD / A practice management pre-course at the 2019 SHM Annual Conference focused on how to anticipate and embrace changing roles as hospital medicine groups are being asked to take on more responsibility.

“The scope of hospitalist practice is evolving rapidly, both clinically and in terms of all of the other things that hospitalists are being asked to do,” said Leslie Flores, MHA, SFHM, a partner at Nelson Flores Hospital Medicine Consultants, La Quinta, Calif., and course co-director, in an interview before the pre-course. “Our goals with this program are to help leaders position their hospitalist groups for success with this changing environment that they’re living in and the changing roles of hospitalists.”

In an audience poll at the beginning of “Oh, the Places We’ll Go! Practice Management Tools for Navigating the Changing Role of Your Hospital Medicine Group,” attendees – a majority of whom were practicing hospitalists and managers of hospitalist groups – said their biggest challenge areas were related to compensation or workflows that have not evolved to match their changing role and disagreements over who should admit patients.

One of the goals of the session was to give hospitalist leaders ideas to address these issues, which included information on how to implement better team-based care and interdisciplinary care models within their groups, as well as how to adjust their compensation, scheduling, and staffing models to prepare for this “new world of hospital medicine,” said Ms. Flores.

“One of the biggest sources of contention and stress that we see in hospitalist groups is that there’s just so much change, and it’s happening so rapidly, and people are having a hard time really figuring out how to deal with all of that,” she said.

The day began with John Nelson, MD, MHM, outlining the “Trends in Scope of Practice Evolution.” Dr. Nelson, a partner at Nelson Flores Hospital Medicine Consultants, medical director of Overlake Medical Center in Bellevue, Wash., and course co-director, said hospitalists are increasingly working more in outpatient care, post-acute care, and other specialty facilities. In addition, as group size increases, the likelihood a hospitalist group will be responsible for an observation or short stay unit increases, while a larger group is less likely to have a clinical responsibility for ICU care, code blue or rapid response team.

Other topics in the pre-course focused on how to change the culture in a group to an environment where team members are empowered to ask questions or voice concerns, improve patient flow by removing reasons for delays in discharge, recruit the right team members to a group, handle transitions of care, and anticipate change in a group. In addition, the speakers participated in discussions where they shared their biggest successes and failures in practice as leaders and participated in a lightning round where they provided “off-the-cuff” responses to questions from Ms. Flores.

Although hospitalists did not create the current environment that is expanding their role in the health care system, they can position themselves to decide what the scope of their role is, said Dr. Nelson.

“What we should do is navigate our group through these changes in the way that’s going to be most effective for ourselves, the providers in our group, and our organization,” he said. “Those groups that try to dig their heels in or resist all change, they fail … and they frustrate themselves. So instead, if you engage in planning for changes in the scope of your practice, you have a chance to make it go the way you’d like it to go, and you’re going to be more satisfied.”
Hospitalists can help alleviate rising drug costs

By Madhukar Kasarla, MD, and Kirthi Devireddy, MBBS

Because of the increasing costs of prescription drugs and medical therapies, many patients are unable to afford the treatment they need that could improve their health or even save their lives. In the United States, drug manufacturers can set their own prices—a policy that has resulted in overall medicine costs being far higher than in other places around the globe. Increasingly, insurers are passing the costs along to patients through higher deductibles, and pharmaceutical companies are making record profits.

Something needs to change in order to achieve the right balance between maintaining pharmaceutical innovation and ensuring patients have proper access to treatments they need. Waiting for legislation, regulation, or the courts is not an effective short-term solution. Instead, hospitalists can take immediate actions to help by alleviating the costs for as many patients possible.

Historical context

Here are a few important factors that played a role in the dramatic price increase of pharmaceuticals.

**Entrance of generic drugs:** Around 2012 the entrance of generic drugs caused major unexpected competition in the medical industry. During this time, many insurers were promoting the generic drugs and not allowing brand names to be covered when a generic substitute was available.

**‘Orphan drugs’ and manufacturer pricing:** In 2014, 33 new brand-name drugs were launched in the United States, and only 8 had a direct price competitor at the time they were introduced. In addition, manufacturers were free to set their prices. Over the past decade, introductory prices for brand name drugs have reached unprecedented levels.

**Expiring patents:** There are 182 drugs that no longer have patent protection or any associated generics available. This creates opportunities for manufacturers to maintain patent-era pricing or even engage in price gouging.

**Lack of robust competition:** Several high-priced blockbuster drugs hit the market to treat serious diseases, most of which do not have generic brand substitutes. More than 500 drugs have only one marketed generic. In addition, manufacturer mergers and acquisitions have occurred, which has led to a more concentrated and less competitive market for pricing.

**Stricter Food and Drug Administration policies:** American consumers have access to the safest and most advanced pharmaceutical system in the world, which requires several trials and testing before the drug can be brought to the market. The downside means higher costs for the brand and manufacturer that they will want to recoup through the price of the drug on the market.

**Number of new drugs allowed to enter the market:** New drugs that enter the market in the United States do so more quickly than in most other countries. The $76 billion in research and development that pharmaceutical companies claim overlooks the ways that U.S. employers and taxpayers pay for at least 44% through tax subsidies and credits. What makes it worse is that research shows most corporate research and development is directed at minimally innovative new drugs.

**Understand and offer alternative ways for drug intake:** Many patients admitted to a hospital with severe infections are initially started with intravenous medications. Although conversion from intravenous to oral therapy is inappropriate for a patient who is critically ill or has an inability to absorb oral medications, every hospital will have a certain number of patients who are eligible for a switch from intravenous to oral therapy.

**Limit unnecessary antibiotic prescriptions and consider antibiotics stewardship programs:** The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reports that one in three (47 million) antibiotic prescriptions are unnecessary. Most of these unnecessary antibiotics are prescribed for respiratory conditions caused by viruses. Although the White House released the National Action Plan for Combating Antibiotic-Resistant Bacteria in 2015, which set a goal of reducing inappropriate outpatient antibiotic use by at least half by 2020, hospitalists can still do more by being extremely cautious with prescribing drugs to patients. Use appropriate consultants whenever necessary to suggest the right drug. For example, consider an infectious disease specialist to suggest the appropriate type and length of time for an antibiotic. In addition, hospital-based programs dedicated to improving antibiotic use, known as antibiotic stewardship programs, have been shown to optimize the treatment of infections and reduce adverse events associated with antibiotic use.

**Review labs and vitals carefully and encourage a higher level of patient care beyond the digital realm:** Studies have shown that oversight in an exam (a ‘miss’) can result in real consequences, including death. Our $3.4 trillion health care system is responsible for more than a quarter of a million deaths per year because of medical error. Much of that is a result of poorly coordinated care, poor communication, patients falling through the cracks, or knowledge not being transferred. "True clinical judgment is more than addressing the avalanche of blood work, imaging, and lab tests; it is about using human skills to understand where the patient is in the trajectory of a life and the disease, what the nature of the patient’s family and social circumstances is, and how much they want done,” wrote Abraham Verghese, MD, in the New York Times in 2018 (“How Tech Can Turn Doctors into Clerical Workers”). This also means understanding whether the patient is on any other type of medication and having knowledge of possible consequences for drug interactions. Always look for safe medications or discontinue the use of any unnecessary drugs the patient is currently taking.

**Allow pharmacies to automatically substitute less expensive equivalent drugs:** When prescribing pharmaceuticals for patients, determine if there are any substitutes that can help alleviate costs while delivering equivalent care.

**Hospitalists can make a difference**

There are many variables that play a role in rising pharmaceutical costs in the United States. One of the most significant is that there are no strategies in place to control pricing of drugs and the profits made by the pharmaceutical companies. Although finding new drugs that can cure major life-threatening diseases or illnesses is important, so is ensuring that more patients have access to such drugs at a reasonable cost. While there are several ways that the government can and should help with enabling and supporting this balance, it most likely requires such large changes that it will take a long time. As a result, it is important for hospitalists to find effective short-term solutions that can be implemented right away to alleviate the rising costs of pharmaceuticals.

**Dr. Kasarla is a hospitalist with APOGEE Physicians at Wise Surgical at Parkway in Fort Worth, Tex. He did his internal medicine residency at Mercy Hospital & Medical Center, Chicago. Contact him at madhukarreddy.kasarla@apogee physicians.com. Dr. Devireddy is a hospitalist based at Sri Ramachandra Medical Centre, Porur, Tamilnadu, India. Contact her at drkirthireddy@gmail.com.**
Malpractice: More lawsuits does not equal more relocations

By Alicia Gallegos
MDedge News

Physicians who have been sued multiple times are no more likely to relocate geographically than doctors who have never faced a claim, a new study shows.

David M. Studdert of Stanford (Calif.) University and his colleagues analyzed data from Medicare and the National Practitioner Data Bank (NPDB) to assess associations between the number of paid malpractice claims that doctors accrued and exits from medical practice, changes in clinical volume, geographic relocation, and change in practice-group size. The study population included 480,894 physicians who had 68,956 paid claims from 2003 to 2015. Of the study group, 89% had no claims, 9% had one claim, and the remaining 2% had two or more claims that accounted for 40% of all claims. Nearly three-quarters of the doctors studied were men, and the majority of specialties were internal medicine (17%), general practice/family medicine (15%), emergency medicine (7%), radiology (6%), and anesthesiology (6%).

Physicians with a higher number of claims against them did not relocate at a greater rate than physicians who had fewer or no claims, the investigators wrote in the New England Journal of Medicine.

More claims against a doctor were associated with a higher likelihood of leaving medicine and more shifts into smaller practice settings. For instance, physicians with one claim had 9% higher odds of leaving the practice than doctors with no claims, and physicians with five or more claims had a 45% higher chance of leaving medicine than doctors with no claims, the researchers found.

In addition, investigators found that doctors with two to four claims had 50%-60% higher odds of entering solo practice than physicians with no claims, and physicians with five or more claims had nearly 150% higher odds of moving to solo practice than doctors who had never been sued. Physicians with three or more claims were more likely to be male, work in surgical specialties, and be at least age 50 years.

The study addresses concerns that physicians with troubling legal records were moving across state lines for a fresh start, Mr. Studdert said in an interview. “We were surprised to find that physicians who accumulated multiple malpractice claims were no more likely to relocate their practices than physicians without claims. The National Practitioner Data Bank probably has something to do with that.”

Established by Congress in 1986, the NPDB was started, in part, to restrict the ability of incompetent physicians to move across states to hide their track records. By requiring hospitals to query doctors records before granting them clinical privileges and encouraging physicians groups, health plans, and professional societies to do the same, the NPDB has “almost certainly increased the difficulty of relocation for physicians with legal problems,” the authors noted in the study.

A primary takeaway from the analysis is that, while a single malpractice claim is a relatively weak signal that a quality problem exists, multiple paid claims over a relatively short period of time are a strong signal that a physician may have a quality deficiency, Mr. Studdert said in the interview.

“Regulators and malpractice insurers should be paying closer attention to this signal,” he added. “To the extent that physicians are aware of a colleague’s checkered malpractice history, they may have a role to play too. Vigilance about signs of further problems, for one, but also careful thought about the wisdom of referring patients to such physicians.”

Michelle M. Mello, JD, PhD, and Mr. Studdert both reported receiving grants from SUMIT Insurance during the conduct of the study.

FDA to expand opioid labeling with instructions on proper tapering

By Lucas Franki
MDedge News

The Food and Drug Administration is making changes to opioid analgesic labeling to give better information to clinicians on how to properly taper patients dependent on opioid use, according to Douglas Throckmorton, MD, deputy director for regulatory programs in the FDAs Center for Drug Evaluation and Research.

The FDA has recently received reports that patients physically dependent on opioid pain medications who are taken off their medication too quickly have experienced serious adverse events, such as withdrawal symptoms, uncontrolled pain, and suicide.

Both the FDA and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention offer guidelines on how to properly taper opioids, Dr. Throckmorton said, but more needs to be done to ensure that patients are being provided with the correct advice and care.

The changes to the labels will include expanded information to health care clinicians and are intended to be used when both the clinician and patient have agreed to reduce the opioid dosage.

When this is discussed, factors that should be considered include the dose of the drug, the duration of treatment, the type of pain being treated, and the physical and psychological attributes of the patient.

Other actions the FDA is pursuing to combat opioid use disorder include working with the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine on guidelines for the proper opioid angesic prescribing for acute pain resulting from specific conditions or procedures, and advancing policies that make immediate-release opioid formulations available in fixed-quantity packaging for 1 or 2 days.

“The FDA remains committed to addressing the opioid crisis on all fronts, with a significant focus on decreasing unnecessary exposure to opioids and preventing new addiction; supporting the treatment of those with opioid use disorder; fostering the development of novel pain treatment therapies and opioids more resistant to abuse and misuse; and taking action against those involved in the illegal importation and sale of opioids,” Dr. Throckmorton said.

Find the full statement by Dr. Throckmorton on the FDA website.
Workplace culture has a profound influence on the success or failure of a team in the modern-day work environment, where teamwork and interpersonal interactions have paramount importance. Crew resource management (CRM), a technique developed originally by the airline industry, has been used as a tool to improve safety and quality in ICUs, trauma rooms, and operating rooms. This article discusses the use of CRM in hospital medicine as a tool for training and maintaining a favorable workplace culture.

Origin and evolution of CRM

United Airlines instituted the airline industry’s first crew resource management for pilots in 1981, following the 1978 crash of United Flight 173 in Portland, Ore. CRM was created based on recommendations from the National Transportation Safety Board and from a NASA workshop held subsequently. CRM has since evolved through five generations, and is a required annual training for most major commercial airline companies around the world. It also has been adapted for personnel training by several modern international industries.

From the airline industry to the hospital

The health care industry is similar to the airline industry in that there is absolutely no margin of error, and that workplace culture plays a very important role. The culture being referred to here is the sum total of values, beliefs, work ethics, work strategies, strengths, and weaknesses of a group of people, and how they interact as a group. In other words, it is the dynamics of a group.

According to Donelson R. Forsyth, a social and personality psychologist at the University of Richmond, Virginia, the two key determinants of successful teamwork are a “shared mental representation of the task,” which refers to an in-depth understanding of the team and the tasks they are attempting; and “group unity/cohesion,” which means that, generally, members of cohesive groups like each other and the group, and they also are united in their pursuit of collective, group-level goals.

Understanding the culture of a hospitalist team

Analyzing group dynamics and actively managing them toward both the institutional and global goals of health care is critical for the success of an organization. This is the core of successfully managing any team in any industry. Additionally, the rapidly changing health care climate and insurance payment systems requires hospital medicine groups to rapidly adapt to the constantly changing health care business environment. As a result, there are a couple of ways to evaluate the effectiveness of the team.

• Measure tangible outcomes. The outcomes have to be well defined, important, and measurable. These could be cost of care, quality of care, engagement of the team, etc. These tangible measures’ outcome over a period of time can be used as a measure of how effective the team is.

• Simply ask your team! It is very important to know what core values the team holds dear. The best way to get that information from the team is to find out the de facto leaders of the team. They should be involved in the decision-making process, thus making them valuable to the management as well as the team.

Culture shapes outcomes

We have used the analogy of a convex and concave lens to help understand this better (see Figure 1). A well-developed and well-coordinated team is like a convex lens. A lens’ ability to converge or diverge light rays depends on certain characteristics like the curvature of surfaces and refractory index. Likewise, the culture of a group determines its ability to transform all the demands of the collective workload toward a unified goal/outcome. If it is favorable, the group will work as one and success will happen automatically.

Unfortunately, the opposite of this, (the concave lens effect), is more commonplace, where the dynamics of a team prevent the goals being achieved, as there is discordance, poor coordination of ideas and values, and team members not liking each other. Most teams would fall somewhere within this spectrum, spanning the most favorable convex lens–like group to the least favorable concave lens–like group.

Change team dynamics using CRM principles

The concept of using CRM principles in health care is not entirely new. Such agencies as the Joint Commission and the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality recommend using principles of CRM to improve communications, and as an error-prevention tool in health care. This approach can be broken down into four important steps (see Figure 2).

By Prasanth Prabhakaran, MD, and Venkatrao Medarametla, MD

Dr. Prabhakaran is director of hospital medicine transitions of care, Baystate Medical Center, Springfield, Mass., and assistant professor of medicine, University of Massachusetts, Worcester. Dr. Medarametla is medical director, hospital medicine, Baystate Medical Center, and assistant professor of medicine, University of Massachusetts.

**THE HOSPITALIST**

New Editor-in-Chief Search Announced

The Position

Lead the official publication of SHM in publishing the latest news and trends impacting professionals in hospital medicine.

Timeline

Application and nonbinding letter of intent due: June 30, 2019. Applications will be reviewed during the summer of 2019 with a decision being made by the end of September 2019.

Term

January 1, 2020 - December 31, 2023*

*Please note: Some duties of the new editor will begin during a transition period starting October 1, 2019. January 1, 2020 - December 31, 2023*

For a full job description visit hospitalmedicine.org/thehospitalisteditor. To apply, please email your CV and letter of intent to publications@hospitalmedicine.org.
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1. **Recruit right.** It is important to make sure that the new recruit is the right fit for the team and that the de facto leaders and a few other team members are involved in interviewing the candidates. Their assessment should be given due consideration in making the decision to give the new recruit the job.

Every program looks for aspects like clinical competence, interpersonal communication, teamwork, etc., in a candidate, but it is even more important to make sure the candidate has the tenets that would make him/her a part of that particular team.

2. **Train well.** The newly recruited providers should be given focused training and the seasoned providers should be given refresher training at regular intervals. Care should be taken in designing the training programs in such a way that the providers are trained in skills that they don’t always think about, things that aren’t readily obvious, and in skills that they never get trained in during medical school and residency.

Specifically, they should be trained in:

- **Values.** These should include the values of both the organization and the team.
- **Safety.** This should include all the safety protocols that are in place in the organization - where to get help, how to report unsafe events, etc.
- **Communication.** 
  
  **Within the group:** Have a mentor for the new provider, and also develop a culture where he/she feels comfortable to reach out to anyone in the team for help.

  **With patients and families:** This training should ideally be done in a simulated environment if possible.

With other groups in the hospital: Consultants, nurses, other ancillary staff. Give them an idea about the prevailing culture in the organization with regard to these groups, so that they know what to expect when dealing with them.

- **Managing perceptions.** How the providers are viewed in the hospital.

There are five generations of CRM, each with a different focus. Only the aspects relevant to hospital medicine training are mentioned here.

- **Communication.** Address the gaps in communication. It is important to include people who are trusted by the team in designing and executing these sessions.

- **Leadership.** The goal should be to encourage the team to take ownership of the program. This will make a tremendous change in the ability of a team to deliver and rise up to challenges. The organizational leadership has to be willing to elevate the leaders of the group to positions where they can meaningfully take part in managing the team and making decisions that are critical to the team.

- **Burnout management.** Providers getting disillusioned: having no work-life balance; not getting enough respect from management, as well as other groups of doctors/nurses/etc. in the hospital; they are subject to bad scheduling and poor pay – all of which can all lead to career-ending burnout. It is important to recognize this and mitigate the factors that cause burnout.

- **Organizational culture.** If the team feels valued and supported, they will, in turn, work hard toward success. Creative leadership and a willingness to accommodate what matters the most to the team is essential for achieving this.

- **Simulated training.** These can be done in simulation labs, or in-group sessions with the team, recreating difficult scenarios or problems in which the whole team can come together and solve them.

- **Error containment and management.** The team needs to identify possible sources of error and contain them before errors happen. The group should get together if a serious event happens and brainstorm why it happened and take measures to prevent it.

4. **Reevaluate.** Team dynamics tend to change over time. It is important to constantly reevaluate the team and make sure that the team’s culture remains favorable. There should be recurrent cycles of retraining and interventions to maintain the positive growth that has been attained, as depicted in the schematic below:

**Conclusion**

CRM is widely accepted as an effective tool in training individuals in many high performing industries. This article describes a framework in which the principles of CRM can be applied to hospital medicine to maintain positive work culture.
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Unit-based models of care
A tool for ensuring patient safety

By Sima Pendharkar, MD, MPH, FACP; Geeta Malieckal, MD; and James Gasperino, MD, PhD

“To me, teamwork is the beauty of our sport, where you have five acting as one. You become selfless.” – Mike Krzyzewski, Duke University basketball coach

High-performing teams plan, communicate, reflect, and take action together. Teamwork can transform seemingly impossible tasks into opportunities for people to come together and create value.

The increasing complexity of health care makes team-based care necessary to achieve successful health outcomes for patients. At the Brooklyn (N.Y.) Hospital Center, a 464-bed care center, we transformed the model of care on the medical wards into a geographic, unit-based team model. Here we describe our journey - the successes, the challenges, and the opportunities for growth.

Previous model
In the previous care model on our medical wards, no set structures were in place. Teams would travel to multiple wards throughout the hospital to see the patients they were rounding on. Each floor had its own set of social workers and case managers, therefore a hospital medicine team routinely dealt with more than eight social workers and case managers to address their patients’ needs in a single day.

Multidisciplinary rounds for all medical patients were held at 11 a.m. in a room located a significant distance away from the medical wards. All case managers and social workers would sit in this room from 11 a.m. until noon, and teams would travel to that room to discuss their patients.

Many challenges were identified in this model, including a lack of communication, a de-emphasis on teamwork, and a design that did not take physician workflows into account resulting in low efficiency. Thus, these challenges sparked a desire to create a more effective and team-based methodology of accomplishing excellence in delivery of clinical care. Dr. Pendharkar, having worked primarily in centers with unit-based care, determined that a geographic, unit-based model of care could transform care delivery at the Brooklyn Hospital Center.

Looking ahead
The efforts for transforming the vision of geographic, unit-based teams into a reality started by gathering all stakeholders together to unite for a common mission. Initial meetings were held with all parties including social workers, case managers, residents, nursing staff, bed board and attending physicians in internal medicine, and the emergency department.

The vision of a geographic, unit-based team was shared and explained to all team members. Exercises in LEAN methodology were conducted, including one-piece flow exercises, to highlight the possibilities of what could be accomplished through teamwork. Once support for the vision was in place from all parties, the logistics were addressed.

The biggest challenge to overcome was how to place all of one team’s patients on a singular medical ward. In our hospital, a medical ward holds anywhere from 30 to 33 patients. Each hospital medicine team, of which there are many, typically carries 20-23 patients. We created a blueprint to map out the floor to which each team and attending would be assigned. Next, we partnered with both IT and bed board to design an admission order set that specified the particular geographic location that a team and attending were associated with so that patients could be placed accordingly from the ED.

It was important for the ED doctors, bed board, and the internal medicine residents to understand these changes because all of these parties were involved in the initial admitting process. Dr. Pendharkar and Dr. Malieckal provided all groups with in-person training on how the logistics of the system would unfold. Noon conference lectures also were held to explain the vision to residents.

Over 3 weeks, the first ward we chose to implement our model on slowly accumulated the patients of one team – this was the gradual trickle phase. We then selected a “reset” date. On the reset date, it was determined that all patients would go to the team that was assigned to that floor, with the exception of any private attendings’ patients.

On the day before the reset date, time was spent ensuring that all hand-offs were safe. Dr. Pendharkar and Dr. Malieckal spoke with every intern and team that would be handing off and/or receiving patients as a result of the reset policy. The goal was to ensure that on that date a ward had close to 100% of its patients belonging to the team/attending that was assigned to that area.

The good
Once we began our geographic, unit-based model, our rounding process was transformed.

Now, our morning rounds were joined by the bedside nurse, case manager, social worker, clinical pharmacy, and nutrition in addition to the core team. The entire team went from room to room on one ward rounding on all 20-25 patients back to back, which created an unparalleled level of efficiency and a forum for effective communication lasting throughout the day.

We also added workstations on wheels (WOWS) to the rounding process so that labs, radiology, and more could be reviewed on rounds with the entire team. A standard script was developed so that each patient was introduced to all members of the team, and the care plan was disclosed and highlighted. One patient noted, “I feel so cared for, knowing I have this entire team taking care of me.” We also rounded in the afternoon with the case managers and social workers to follow up on tasks that were to be completed that day.

Our first few weeks utilizing the geographic, unit-based model of rounding was largely successful.

The residents, now able to round on all of their patients in one location with one case manager and one social worker, noted, “This model of rounding makes my life so much easier, I feel like I can focus on the patient rather than running around.”
... and I know the social worker and case manager will help me.”

Provider satisfaction had improved, from residents to physicians to nurses, case managers, social workers, and more. Our case manager also noted her satisfaction with the new model, stating that her communication with the team was much easier. As the attending, I witnessed firsthand how working together with the team moved care forward much more quickly, compared with the previous model, because of the simple factor of increased ease of communication.

Now all team members were together in the patient room and discussion was much easier. There was less confusion, fewer delays, and better communication – I think unit-based teams can even be described as a lifesaving measure that reduces harm to patients. An additional benefit is the relationship that now developed between doctors, social workers, and case managers – they spent more time together and really got to know one another, creating a feeling of shared success and a deeper drive to help one another succeed.

In our model, 87% of surveyed residents said they felt less burned out in the new geographic, unit-based model of care, and 91% of physicians surveyed said it was easier to talk with team members to coordinate care. Additionally, our HCAHPS (Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems) scores saw a drastic increase in many domains. Nursing communication improved by more than 42% on domain 7B; doctor communication improved by more than 31%. Additionally, all other domains saw at least 10% improvement. We are now 5 months out from our initial rollout of the model and continue to see sustained improvements in quality measures.

The bad
The biggest challenges that we are working through with this model are hand-offs and transfer of patients from one team to another. Sometimes, it happens that one team’s patient will wind up on a floor that is the designated floor of another team because of bed availability. We continue to work with bed board to address this issue. We want to minimize transfers and hand-offs to promote continuity and have to balance that with the need for geographic location. With clear communication, hospital collaboration from bed board and safe hand-off methods, this problem can be safely addressed.

Conclusions
The experience of implementing the unit-based team model has been an eye-opening journey. One thing that stands out is that, in an increasingly complex health care system, design thinking is critical.

Design thinking takes into consideration the needs of those who are using a system. In this case, patients and health care workers including doctors, nurses, case managers, and social workers are the end users of the health care system. All parties are utilizing the health care system to optimize patient health. Therefore, we must create systems that are easy to navigate and use by patients and health care workers so that they can ensure the success of patients.

Unit-based teams offer a basic framework to optimize the inpatient system to facilitate better workflow. In our system, it allowed us to optimize communications between health care workers and also between health care workers and patients. It allowed team members to work in close proximity to better share ideas with each other.

We spent a significant amount of time upfront earning the support of all of the disciplines for this effort. We had support from all leaders within the organization and continue to make our case for this model by sharing metrics and holding forums to discuss the process.

Initial data show a marked improvement in many domains of HCAHPS scores. Our frontline staff, including attendings, residents, nursing, case managers, and social workers, also continue to support this effort since it has a positive impact on their workflow and improves their workday quality. One nurse mentioned specifically, “in my 30 years at this hospital I have never seen people work together so well.”

To sustain this effort, we continue to have regular meetings, and there are new features that we would like to add to the program. For example, we are working with our IT group to ensure that each unit-based team will have dashboards available to incorporate real-time, actionable data into daily workflows.

We are excited by the potential of our high-performing teams to highlight the patient experience, placing the patient at the center for care, decision making, and rounding. Health care is a team sport, and anytime you build something where all teams are playing together and approaching the finish line as a unit, you will never go wrong!
U.S. hospitalized pulmonary embolisms nearly doubled during 2004-2015

Shifting treatment pattern for hospitalized PE patients

By Mitchel L. Zoler
MDedge News

NEW ORLEANS / The incidence of pulmonary embolism diagnosed in hospitalized U.S. patients nearly doubled during the period 2004-2015 based on data collected by the National Inpatient Sample.

During 2004-2015 the incidence of all diagnosed pulmonary embolism (PE), based on discharge diagnoses, rose from 5.4 cases/1,000 hospitalized patients in 2004 to 9.7 cases/1,000 hospitalized patients in 2015, an 80% increase, Joshua B. Goldberg, MD said at the annual meeting of the American College of Cardiology. The incidence of major PE – defined as a patient who needed vasopressor treatment, mechanical ventilation, or had nonseptic shock – rose from 7.9% of all hospitalized PE diagnoses in 2004 to 9.7% in 2015, a 23% relative increase.

The data also documented a shifting pattern of treatment for all hospitalized patients with PE, and especially among patients with major PE. During the study period, treatment with systemic thrombolysis for all PE rose nearly threefold, and catheter-directed therapy began to show a steady rise in use from 0.2% of all patients in 2011 (and before) to 1% of all patients by 2015. Surgical intervention remained lightly used throughout, with about 0.2% of all PE patients undergoing surgery annually.

Most of these intervention options focused on patients with major PE. Among patients in this subgroup with more severe disease, use of one of these three types of interventions rose from 6% in 2004 to 12% in 2015, mostly driven by a rise in systemic thrombolysis, which jumped from 3% of major PE in 2004 to 9% in 2015. However, the efficacy of systemic thrombolysis in patients with major PE remains suspect. In 2004, 39% of patients with major PE treated with systemic thrombolysis died in hospital; in 2015 the number was 47%. “The data don’t support using systemic thrombolysis to treat major PE; the mortality is high,” noted Dr. Goldberg, a cardiothoracic surgeon at Westchester Medical Center in Valhalla, N.Y.

Although catheter-directed therapy began to be much more widely used in U.S. practice starting in about 2015, during the period studied its use for major PE held fairly steady at roughly 2%-3%, but this approach also showed substantial shortcomings for the major PE population. These sicker patients treated with catheter-directed therapy had 37% mortality in 2004 and a 31% mortality in 2015, a difference that was not statistically significant. In general, PE patients enrolled in the catheter-directed therapy trials were not as sick as the major PE patients who get treated with surgery in routine practice, Dr. Goldberg said in an interview.

The data showed much better performance using surgery. Although only 1,237 patients of the entire group of 713,083 PE patients studied in the database underwent surgical embolectomy. Overall, in-hospital mortality in these patients was 22%, but in a time trend analysis, mortality among all PE patients treated with surgery fell from 32% in 2004 to 14% in 2015; among patients with major PE treated with surgery, mortality fell from 32% in 2004 to 21% in 2015.

Dr. Goldberg attributed the success of surgery in severe PE patients to the definitive nature of embolectomy and the concurrent use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation that helps stabilize acutely ill PE patients. He also cited refinements that surgery underwent during the 2004-2015 period based on the experience managing chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension, including routine use of cardiopulmonary bypass during surgery. “Very high risk [PE] patients should go straight to surgery, unless the patient is at high risk for surgery because of conditions like prior sternotomy or very advanced age, in which case catheter-directed therapy may be a safer option, he said. He cited a recent 5% death rate after surgery at his center among patients with major PE who did not require cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

The database Dr. Goldberg and his collaborator reviewed included 12,735 patients treated by systemic thrombolysis, and 2,995 treated by catheter-directed therapy. Patients averaged 63 years old. The most common indicator of major PE was mechanical ventilation, used on 8% of all PE patients in the study. Nonseptic shock occurred in 2%, and just under 1% needed vasopressor treatment.

Published guidelines on PE management from several medical groups are “vague and have numerous caveats,” Dr. Goldberg said. He is participating in an update to the 2011 PE management statement from the American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association (Circulation. 2011 April 26;123[16]:1788-830).

The study received no commercial funding. Dr. Goldberg had no disclosures.
**Key Clinical Question**

When is electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) indicated?

Know the general work-up and contraindications

By Michael Lang, MD, FACP, DFAPA

**Case**

A 56-year-old female comes to the hospitalist service for presumed sepsis with acute renal insufficiency. She has a history of steadily progressive Parkinson's disease. Vital signs show a temperature of 104°F; heart rate, 135; BP, 100/70; respiratory rate, 20; and oxygen saturation, 100% on room air. She is rigid on exam with creatine kinase, 2,450 IU/L, and serum creatinine, 2.3. History reveals the patient’s levodopa was increased to 1,200 mg/day recently, then stopped by the family after she became paranoid. A diagnosis of neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) is made.

**Background**

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) has been the gold standard for treatment of refractory psychiatric disease for decades. While it has proven beneficial for both medical and psychiatric disorders, it remains surrounded in controversy. Additionally, there is a significant degree of discomfort among nonpsychiatric providers on when to consider ECT as well as how to evaluate the patient and manage their comorbidities before and during the procedure.

Hospitalists should be familiar with the relative contraindications and general work-up for ECT, which can expedite both psychiatric and anesthesia evaluations and minimize adverse outcomes.

While the mechanism of action is not known, ECT exerts a variety of effects in the brain and periphery. The dominant theory is that ECT increases neurotransmitter activity throughout the brain. Studies have shown increased GABA transmission, normalized glutamate transmission, and resetting of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, as well as activation of downstream signal transduction pathways leading to increased synaptic connectivity in the brain. Many of ECT’s results may be caused by combinations of the above mechanisms.

ECT principally is indicated for refractory mood and psychotic disorders. These include schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depression. ECT-responsive patients typically have failed multiple appropriate medication trials and often have prolonged hospitalizations. What is less known are the medical indications for this procedure. Examples include Parkinson’s disease (especially with on/off phenomenon), status epilepticus, and neuroleptic malignant syndrome. Additionally, ECT has been shown to be beneficial for slow-to-resolve delirium and catatonia (regardless of etiology).

A psychiatrist also may take into consideration factors such as past response to ECT or the level of urgency to the patient’s presentation. A general work-up includes basic comprehensive metabolic panel, complete blood count, chest x-ray, EKG, and other testing based on history, physical, and past medical history. While there are no absolute contraindications to ECT, several relative contraindications exist (see Figure 1). These include recent MI or stroke (generally within the last 30 days), increased intracranial pressure, active bleeding (especially from the central nervous system), retinal detachment, and unstable dentition. Apart from making sure the technique is medically indicated, an ECT consultant also evaluates the medical comorbidities. The patient may require treatment, such as removal of unstable dentition, prior to the procedure if clinical urgency does not preclude a delay.

Select patients require more detailed consultation prior to the onset of anesthesia. Examples would include patients with pseudocholinesterase deficiency, myasthenia gravis, or pregnancy. Pregnancy often is considered a contraindication, but ECT has no notable effect on labor & delivery, fetal injury, or development. It would be a preferred modality over medications, especially in unstable mothers during the first trimester. ECT exerts little effect on the fetus because the amount of current that actually gets to the fetus is negligible.

Outside the central nervous system, ECT exerts the most influence over the cardiovascular system. During the tonic phase of a seizure, increased vagal tone can depress the heart rate to asystole in some patients (see Figure 2). This may last for 3-4 seconds until the clonic phase occurs (with a noradrenergic surge), whereupon the heart rate can accelerate to the 140s. Unless unstable cardiac disease is present, patients typically tolerate this extremely well without any adverse sequelae. Studies involving patients who have severe aortic stenosis and pacemakers/defibrillators show overall excellent tolerability.

Medications can have an impact on the onset, quality, and duration of seizures. Thus, a careful medication review is needed. A consultant will look first for medications such as benzodiazepines or anticonvulsants that would raise the seizure threshold. Ideally, the medications would be stopped, but if not feasible, they can be held the night before (or the day before in the case of such

**Relative contraindications**

- Recent MI/heart failure
- Recent stroke
- Space-occupying lesions
- Increased intracranial pressure
- Recent intracranial hemorrhage
- Active bleeding
- Aneurysms or vascular malformation
- Pheochromocytoma
- Retinal detachment
- Unstable dentition
- Severe liver disease


Source: Dr. Lang

The hospitalist service for presumed sepsis with acute renal insufficiency. She has a history of steadily progressive Parkinson’s disease. Vital signs show a temperature of 104°F; heart rate, 135; BP, 100/70; respiratory rate, 20; and oxygen saturation, 100% on room air. She is rigid on exam with creatine kinase, 2,450 IU/L, and serum creatinine, 2.3. History reveals the patient’s levodopa was increased to 1,200 mg/day recently, then stopped by the family after she became paranoid. A diagnosis of neuroleptic malignant syndrome (NMS) is made.

**Background**

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) has been the gold standard for treatment of refractory psychiatric disease for decades. While it has proven beneficial for both medical and psychiatric disorders, it remains surrounded in controversy. Additionally, there is a significant degree of discomfort among nonpsychiatric providers on when to consider ECT as well as how to evaluate the patient and manage their comorbidities before and during the procedure.

Hospitalists should be familiar with the relative contraindications and general work-up for ECT, which can expedite both psychiatric and anesthesia evaluations and minimize adverse outcomes.

While the mechanism of action is not known, ECT exerts a variety of effects in the brain and periphery. The dominant theory is that ECT increases neurotransmitter activity throughout the brain. Studies have shown increased GABA transmission, normalized glutamate transmission, and resetting of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis, as well as activation of downstream signal transduction pathways leading to increased synaptic connectivity in the brain. Many of ECT’s results may be caused by combinations of the above mechanisms.

ECT principally is indicated for refractory mood and psychotic disorders. These include schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depression. ECT-responsive patients typically have failed multiple appropriate medication trials and often have prolonged hospitalizations. What is less known are the medical indications for this procedure. Examples include Parkinson’s disease (especially with on/off phenomenon), status epilepticus, and neuroleptic malignant syndrome. Additionally, ECT has been shown to be beneficial for slow-to-resolve delirium and catatonia (regardless of etiology).

A psychiatrist also may take into consideration factors such as past response to ECT or the level of urgency to the patient’s presentation. A general work-up includes basic comprehensive metabolic panel, complete blood count, chest x-ray, EKG, and other testing based on history, physical, and past medical history. While there are no absolute contraindications to ECT, several relative contraindications exist (see Figure 1). These include recent MI or stroke (generally within the last 30 days), increased intracranial pressure, active bleeding (especially from the central nervous system), retinal detachment, and unstable dentition. Apart from making sure the technique is medically indicated, an ECT consultant also evaluates the medical comorbidities. The patient may require treatment, such as removal of unstable dentition, prior to the procedure if clinical urgency does not preclude a delay.

Select patients require more detailed consultation prior to the onset of anesthesia. Examples would include patients with pseudocholinesterase deficiency, myasthenia gravis, or pregnancy. Pregnancy often is considered a contraindication, but ECT has no notable effect on labor & delivery, fetal injury, or development. It would be a preferred modality over medications, especially in unstable mothers during the first trimester. ECT exerts little effect on the fetus because the amount of current that actually gets to the fetus is negligible.

Outside the central nervous system, ECT exerts the most influence over the cardiovascular system. During the tonic phase of a seizure, increased vagal tone can depress the heart rate to asystole in some patients (see Figure 2). This may last for 3-4 seconds until the clonic phase occurs (with a noradrenergic surge), whereupon the heart rate can accelerate to the 140s. Unless unstable cardiac disease is present, patients typically tolerate this extremely well without any adverse sequelae. Studies involving patients who have severe aortic stenosis and pacemakers/defibrillators show overall excellent tolerability.

Medications can have an impact on the onset, quality, and duration of seizures. Thus, a careful medication review is needed. A consultant will look first for medications such as benzodiazepines or anticonvulsants that would raise the seizure threshold. Ideally, the medications would be stopped, but if not feasible, they can be held the night before (or the day before in the case of such...
levodopa dose was reduced from 1,200 to 300 mg/day. She remained stable for years afterward.

**Bottom line**
ECT is both effective and well-tolerated in patients who have received appropriate medical evaluation.

**Key points**
- ECT is indicated for psychotic and depressive disorders, with high efficacy and rapid response.
- ECT also has proven benefits for NMS, catatonia, delirium, status epilepticus, and Parkinson’s disease.
- Evaluation and focused treatment of relative contraindications maximizes both safety and tolerability of ECT.
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- Rosenquist P et al. Charting the course of electroconvulsive therapy: Where have we been and where are we headed? J Psychosoc Nurs Ment Health Serv. 2016 Dec 1;54(12):39-43.

**Quiz**

1. All of the following are indications for ECT except?
   A. Schizophrenia.
   B. Panic attacks.
   C. Bipolar mania.
   D. Catatonia.
   **Answer:** B. Panic attacks. ECT is not effective for anxiety disorders including panic, generalized anxiety, PTSD, or OCD.

2. The most commonly accepted mechanism of action for ECT is?
   A. Reduction in glutamate levels.
   B. Altering signal transduction pathways.
   C. Increased neurotransmitter activity.
   D. Increased cerebral blood flow.
   **Answer:** C. Increased neurotransmitter activity. There are data to support all, but neurotransmitter flow is most accepted thus far.

3. Which of the following is a common side effect of ECT?
   A. Bronchospasm.
   B. Diarrhea.
   C. Delirium.
   D. Visual changes.
   **Answer:** C. Delirium. The rest are rare or not noted.

4. Which of the following is a relative contraindication for ECT?
   A. Pregnancy.
   B. Epilepsy.
   C. Advanced age.
   D. Increased intracranial pressure.
   **Answer:** D. Increased intracranial pressure.
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**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Can an EHR prompt reduce the utilization of telemetry monitoring on an inpatient medical service?

**BACKGROUND:** Prior studies have shown multifaceted interventions that include EHR prompts can reduce the utilization of telemetry monitoring, but it is unclear if EHR prompts alone can reduce utilization.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Cluster-randomized, control trial.

**SETTING:** November 2016 and May 2017 at a tertiary care medical center on the general medicine service.

**SYNOPSIS:** The authors designed an EHR prompt for patients ordered for telemetry. The prompt would request the team to either discontinue or continue telemetry. Half of the general medicine teams (representing 499 hospitalizations) were randomized to receive the intervention, and the other half of the general medicine teams (representing 567 hospitalizations) did not receive the intervention. In the intervention group, 62% of prompts were followed by a discontinuation of telemetry. This led to a 17% reduction in the mean hours of telemetry monitoring (50 hours in the control group and 41.3 hours in the intervention group; P = .001). There was no significant difference in the rate of rapid responses or medical emergencies between the two groups.

**BOTTOM LINE:** A targeted EHR prompt alone may lead to a reduction in the utilization of telemetry monitoring.


By Amanda Cooke, MD

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Are dose-reduced non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants (NOACs) safer or more effective than warfarin in patients with atrial fibrillation who are eligible for a dose-reduced NOAC?

**BACKGROUND:** Prior studies have suggested that NOACs have a favorable risk-benefit profile when compared with warfarin, but it is unclear if this advantage also is present for those high-risk patients for whom NOAC dose reduction is recommended.

**STUDY DESIGN:** A meta-analysis.

**SYNOPSIS:** For the 2879 individuals with new incident AFib without anticoagulant use in the prior year, study authors computed P-wave indices (including P-wave axis, P-wave duration, advanced interatrial block, and P-wave terminal force in lead V1) from the most recent sinus rhythm EKG prior to the diagnosis of AFib. Cox proportional hazard models estimated the hazard ratio between PWIs and ischemic stroke. Of the PWIs tested above, abnormal P-wave axis (hazard ratio, 1.88; 95% confidence interval, 1.36-2.61) and advanced interatrial block (HR, 2.93; 95% CI 1.78-4.81) were associated with increased risk of stroke after adjustment for individual CHA2DS2-VASc variables. A P2-CHA2DS2-VASc score that incorporated abnormal P-wave axis measurements demonstrated superior discrimination, compared with the CHA2DS2-VASc score alone, and resulted in improvement in ischemic stroke risk classification.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Abnormal P-wave axis and advanced interatrial block measured during periods of sinus rhythm may be associated with increased risk of stroke.


By Neal Biddick, MD

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** How P-wave indices can improve AFib-related ischemic stroke prediction

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** Do the addition of P-wave indices (PWIs) measurements to the CHA2DS2-VASc score improve the ability to predict atrial fibrillation (AFib)-related ischemic stroke?

**BACKGROUND:** Current AFib management guidelines recommend ischemic stroke risk stratification with CHA2DS2-VASc score; however, emerging studies have highlighted limitations of this score.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Retrospective review of previously obtained prospective cohort study data.

**SETTING:** Fourteen U.S. communities.

**SYNOPSIS:** For the 2399 individuals with new incident AFib without anticoagulant use in the prior year, study authors computed P-wave indices (including P-wave axis, P-wave duration, advanced interatrial block, and P-wave terminal force in lead V1) from the most recent sinus rhythm EKG prior to the diagnosis of AFib. Cox proportional hazard models estimated the hazard ratio between PWIs and ischemic stroke. Of the PWIs tested above, abnormal P-wave axis (hazard ratio, 1.88; 95% confidence interval, 1.36-2.61) and advanced interatrial block (HR, 2.93; 95% CI 1.78-4.81) were associated with increased risk of stroke after adjustment for individual CHA2DS2-VASc variables. A P2-CHA2DS2-VASc score that incorporated abnormal P-wave axis measurements demonstrated superior discrimination, compared with the CHA2DS2-VASc score alone, and resulted in improvement in ischemic stroke risk classification.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Abnormal P-wave axis and advanced interatrial branch measured during periods of sinus rhythm may be associated with increased risk of stroke.


**Short Takes**

**E-cigarettes with behavioral support more effective than nicotine replacement for smoking cessation**

A study of 886 randomized United Kingdom National Health Service stop-smoking service attendees showed better 1-year abstinence rates in the e-cigarette (18%) vs. nicotine replacement product (9%) group (risk ratio, 1.83; 95% confidence interval, 1.30-2.58) when both groups received behavioral support.

increased risk of ischemic stroke in patients with atrial fibrillation; the P2-CHA2DS2-VASc score incorporating abnormal P-wave axis may be superior to CHA2DS2-VASc in ischemic stroke risk classification. CITATION: Maheshwari A et al. Refining prediction of atrial fibrillation-related stroke using the P2-CHA2DS2-VASc score. Circulation. 2019 Jan 8;139:180-91.

4 Patient-reported complications regarding PICC lines after inpatient discharge

CLINICAL QUESTION: What signs and symptoms of possible complications are observed in patients who undergo placement of a peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC)?

BACKGROUND: Despite the rise in utilization of PICC lines, few studies have addressed complications experienced by patients following PICC placement, especially subsequent to discharge from the inpatient setting.

STUDY DESIGN: Prospective longitudinal study.

SETTING: Medical inpatient wards at four U.S. hospitals in Michigan and Texas.

SYNOPSIS: Standardized questionnaire items were completed by 478 patients who underwent PICC line placement during inpatient hospitalization within 3 days of placement and at 14, 30, and 70 days. The authors found that 61.4% of patients reported at least one possible PICC-related complication or complaint. A total of 17.6% reported signs and symptoms associated with a bloodstream infection; however, a central line–associated bloodstream infection was documented in only 1.6% of patients in the medical record. Furthermore, 30.6% of patients reported possible symptoms associated with deep venous thrombosis (DVT), which was documented in the medical record in 71.6% of patients. These data highlight that the frequency of PICC-related complications may be underestimated when relying solely on the medical record, especially when patients receive follow-up care at different facilities. Functionally, 26% of patients reported restrictions in activities of daily living and 19.2% reported difficulty with flushing and operating the PICC.

BOTTOM LINE: More than 60% of patients with PICC lines report signs or symptoms of a PICC-related complication or an adverse impact on physical or social function.


Dr. Cooke is a hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

By Rusty Phillips, MD

5 New score predicts benefits of prolonged cardiac monitoring for TIA, stroke patients

CLINICAL QUESTION: How can we determine which patients would benefit from prolonged cardiac monitoring after a neurologic event?

BACKGROUND: Identifying paroxysmal atrial fibrillation (AFib) as the etiology of a transient ischemic attack (TIA) or stroke has implications for treatment as well as secondary prevention. Currently, there is not a universal, practical way to help determine which patients would benefit from prolonged cardiac monitoring to establish the diagnosis of AFib.

SYNOPSIS: Logistic regression analysis of three prospective multicenter trials examining TIA and stroke patients who received Holter-ECG monitoring.

SETTING: Patients who presented with TIA or stroke in Central Europe.

BOTTOM LINE: More than 60% of patients with PICC lines report signs or symptoms of a PICC-related complication or an adverse impact on physical or social function.


Dr. Phillips is a hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and instructor in medicine at Harvard Medical School.

By Shree L. Radhakrishnan, MD, MSCI

6 Oral antibiotics as effective as IV for stable endocarditis patients

CLINICAL QUESTION: Can patients with left-sided endocarditis safely switch from intravenous to oral antibiotics?

BACKGROUND: Patients with left-sided infective endocarditis often are treated with prolonged courses of intravenous (IV) antibiotics. The safety of switching from IV to oral antibiotics is unknown.

STUDY DESIGN: Randomized, multicenter, noninferiority study.

SETTING: Cardiac centers in Denmark during July 2011–August 2017.

SYNOPSIS: The study enrolled 400 patients with left-sided infective endocarditis and positive blood cultures from Streptococcus, Enterococcus, Staphylococcus aureus, or coagulase-negative staph (non–methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus), without evidence of valvular abscess. Following at least 7 days (for those who required surgical intervention) or 10 days (for those who did not require surgical intervention) of IV antibiotics, patients with ongoing fever, leukocytosis, elevated C-reactive protein, or concurrent infections were excluded from the study. Patients were randomized to receive continued IV antibiotic treatment or switch to oral antibiotic treatment. The IV treatment group received a median of 19 additional days of therapy, compared with 17 days in the oral group. The primary composite outcome of death, unplanned cardiac surgery, embolic event, and relapse of bacteremia occurred in 12.1% in the IV therapy group and 9% in the oral therapy group (difference of 3.1%; 95% confidence interval, −3.4 to 9.6; P = .40), meeting the studies prespecified noninferiority criteria. Poor representation of women, obese patients, and patients who use IV drugs may limit the study’s generalizability. An accompanying editorial advocated for additional research before widespread change to current treatment recommendations are made.

BOTTOM LINE: For patients with left-sided infective endocarditis who have been stabilized on IV antibiotic treatment, transitioning to an oral antibiotic regimen may be a noninferior approach.


Dr. Phillips is a hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and instructor in medicine at Harvard Medical School.

By Shree L. Radhakrishnan, MD, MSCI

7 Spanish risk score predicts 30-day mortality in acute HF in ED patients

CLINICAL QUESTION: Is the MEESSI-AHF score valid to use in EDs in Switzerland?

BACKGROUND: The MEESSI-AHF (Multiple Estimation of Risk based on the Emergency Department Spanish Score In patients with Acute Heart Failure) score is a risk-stratification tool that includes systolic blood pressure, age, NT-proBNP, potassium, cardiac troponin T, New York Heart Association class 4 disease, respiratory rate, low-output symptoms, oxygen saturation, episode associated with acute coronary syndrome, signs of left ventricular hypertrophy on EKG,
Aspirin for primary prevention reduces risk of CV events, increases bleeding

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** What is the association between aspirin for primary prevention and cardiovascular events and bleeding?

**BACKGROUND:** Aspirin is beneficial in secondary prevention of stroke and MI. There is no consensus on its role in primary prevention of the same.

**STUDY DESIGN:** Systematic review and meta-analysis.

**SETTING:** PubMed and Embase search on Cochrane from the earliest publication available through Nov 1, 2018.

**SYNOPSIS:** This meta-analysis included randomized, controlled trials that compared aspirin use versus no aspirin use in more than 1,000 participants without known cardiovascular (CV) disease. The primary CV outcome was a composite of CV mortality, nonfatal MI, and nonfatal stroke. The primary bleeding outcome was major bleeding (defined by individual studies). Thirteen studies enrolling 164,225 participants and including 1,050,511 participant-years were included. Compared with no aspirin use, aspirin use showed a reduction in composite CV outcomes (hazard ratio, 0.89; 95% confidence interval, 0.84-0.95; number needed to treat, 265) and an increased risk of major bleeding (HR, 1.43; 95% CI, 1.30-1.56; number needed to harm, 210). Limitations of the study include variations in data quality, outcome definitions, and aspirin doses among trials. The study authors advocate for including the lower risk of CV events and increased risk of major bleeding as part of discussions with patients about the use of aspirin for primary prevention.

**BOTTOM LINE:** Aspirin for primary prevention lowers risk of CV events and increases risk of major bleeding. Healthcare providers should include this as part of informed decision-making discussions with patients about the use of aspirin for primary prevention.


---

**8** Dr. Radhakrishnan is a hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.

---

**9** Dr. Roy is a hospitalist at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and instructor in medicine at Harvard Medical School.

---

**10** Risk stratification of syncope patients can help determine duration of telemetry monitoring

**CLINICAL QUESTION:** In ED patients with syncope, what is the optimal duration of telemetry monitoring to detect underlying arrhythmia?

**BACKGROUND:** About half of ED patients with syncope of unknown etiology are admitted for telemetry monitoring. Among medium- and high-risk patients, the majority of serious arrhythmias were identified within 15 days. Based on these results, the authors recommend the use of 15-day outpatient cardiac rhythm monitoring for medium- and high-risk patients.


**BOTTOM LINE:** Bone and joint infections treated with oral versus IV antibiotics may have similar treatment failure rates.


---

**SYNOPSIS:** Using the Canadian Syncope Risk Score, 5,581 adults who presented to the ED within 24 hours of a syncopeal event were risk stratified as low, medium, or high risk for serious adverse events (arrhythmic vs. nonarrhythmic) and then followed for 30 days. Approximately half of arrhythmias were identified among low-risk patients within 2 hours of telemetry monitoring and within 6 hours of monitoring among medium- and high-risk patients. In the low-risk group, none experienced death or ventricular arrhythmia within 30 days. In the medium- and high-risk group, 91.7% of underlying arrhythmias were identified within 15 days. The study was limited by the lack of standardized approach in the use of outpatient cardiac rhythm monitoring, which may have resulted in arrhythmia underdetection.

---

**BOTTOM LINE:** Among ED patients with syncope of unknown etiology, approximately 47% of arrhythmias were detected after 2-6 hours of telemetry monitoring. Among medium- and high-risk patients, the majority of serious arrhythmias were identified within 15 days. Based on these results, the authors recommend the use of 15-day outpatient cardiac rhythm monitoring for medium- and high-risk patients.
THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

WASHINGTON, DC

Faculty Positions—Hospital Medicine

The George Washington University Medical Faculty Associates, an independent non-profit academic clinical practice group affiliated with The George Washington University, is seeking full-time, Academic Hospitalists to join the Division of Hospital Medicine in the Department of Medicine. Responsibilities include teaching house staff and students and directing the care of patients admitted to the general internal medicine service at the George Washington University Hospital. Non-tenure track appointments will be made at a rank (Instructor/Assistant Professor/Associate Professor/Full Professor) and salary commensurate with experience.

Basic Qualifications: Applicants must be Board certified/eligible in General Internal Medicine, and licensed in the District of Columbia, at the time of appointment. Applicants must have a minimum of one-year experience teaching residents and students and a record of providing excellent clinical care, research productivity, and excellent clinical teaching as demonstrated by experience, publications, evaluations and/or references.

To Apply: To be considered, please complete an online faculty application at http://www.gwu.jobs/postings/65900 and upload a curriculum vitae and cover letter. Review of applications will begin on April 25, 2019 and will continue until the positions are filled. Only complete applications will be considered. Employment offers are contingent on the satisfactory outcome of a standard background screening.

The George Washington University and the George Washington University Medical Faculty Associates are Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action employers that does not unlawfully discriminate in any programs or activities on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability, veteran status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, or on any other basis prohibited by applicable law.

ICU Hospitalist/Nocturnist CHA Everett Hospital

Cambridge Health Alliance (CHA) is a well-respected, nationally recognized and award-winning public healthcare system, which receives recognition for clinical and academic innovations. Our system is comprised of three hospital campuses in Cambridge, Somerville and Everett with additional outpatient clinic locations throughout Boston’s Metro North Region. CHA is an academic affiliate of both Harvard Medical School (HMS) and Tufts University School of Medicine. We are a clinical affiliate of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. CHA is recruiting for an ICU Hospitalist/Nocturnist to cover Everett Hospital.

- Position requires PM shifts (7p-7a) plus weekend day shifts
- Work collaboratively with CHA’s intensivist MDs to round on inpatients within the CHA Everett Hospital ICU
- Cross coverage of med/surg inpatient unit included as part of clinical responsibility (10% of total FTE)
- Applicants should be comfortable with procedures including central lines, vent management, intubation, etc.
- Internal training and maintenance program exists to assist in certification of these skills competencies
- Academic appointment is available commensurate with medical school criteria

Applicants should be trained and Board Certified in Internal Medicine or Family Medicine and possess excellent clinical and communication skills plus a demonstrated commitment to CHA’s multicultural, underserved patient population.

At CHA, we have a supportive and collegial clinical environment with strong leadership, infrastructure. CHA has a fully integrated electronic medical record system (Epic) throughout our inpatient units and outpatient clinics. We offer a competitive, guaranteed base salary and comprehensive benefits package.

Please visit www.CHAproviders.org to learn more and apply through our secure candidate portal. CVs may be sent directly to Lauren Anastasia, Manager, CHA Provider Recruitment via email at LAnastasia@challiance.org. CHA’s Department of Provider Recruitment may be reached by phone at (617) 665-3555 or by fax at (617) 665-3553.

We are an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Chief of Hospitalist Medicine
Opportunity in Northeast Pennsylvania

Job description:
Guthrie Clinic, a non-profit, physician-led, integrated health care delivery system is seeking candidates for Chief, Section of Hospitalist Medicine. The Chief will oversee 24 Hospitalists and 9 Advanced Practice Providers, located in 4 regional hospitals. The Chief has responsibility for quality, leadership, scheduling and overall program strategy.

Position details and requirements:
- Ensures the Section functions in an integrated system of care, improving performance, growing depth of clinical programs, and enhancing quality outcomes.
- Serves as mentor, guide and support for Hospitalists system wide.
- Leads recruitment/retention of physicians and APPs to actively grow the Section.
- Position is 50% Administrative and 50% clinical.

Clinical
- Participates in quality and system improvement within group and across hospital.
- Participates in all group clinical decisions with the goal of high quality care.
- Participates in group performance reviews with regard to quality of care, satisfaction, and efficiency metrics.
- Coordinates schedule with group to maintain 24/7 coverage at all hospitals within the integrated health system.
- Ensures coverage of shifts.

Administrative
- Participates in strategic plan for hospital medicine group, including marketing, growth/recruiting, service, and quality.
- Establish annual goals for quality, efficiency growth and satisfaction.
- Responsible for developing, updating and maintaining clinical standards and care paths.
- Participates in utilization review and peer review activities as they relate to the Hospitalist program.
- Oversees the development of the annual budget and key operating indicators for the Department and monitors the Department’s performance in relation to these annual targets.
- Works collaboratively with the Program Director for the Internal Medicine Residency Program, the Fellowship Directors and the Director of Medical Education to ensure that the quality of the residency and fellowship(s).
- M.D. or D.O.; BC in Internal Medicine. Advanced degree (MBA, MHA, MMM) desirable.
- Five or more years of successfully leading a Hospitalist program.
- Strong commitment to the patient care and future academic missions of Guthrie Clinic.
- Possession of, or eligibility for, a medical license in Pennsylvania.

Guthrie, founded in 1910, provides comprehensive team-based care to patients from an 11-county service area. Guthrie Clinic is comprised of four hospitals, 500 physicians and advanced practice providers in a regional office network made up of 45 sub-specialty and primary care sites in 21 communities. In addition, we offer a wide range of services and programs including home health and home care services, GME and a research institute. Guthrie was the first system to implement EPIC EMR, in 2002, with the go-live of Epic CPOE (Certified Physician Order Entry).

Guthrie’s (main) Sayre campus is situated in a beautiful valley in north-central PA, located just a few miles from the NY border. Guthrie’s service area stretches from Corning and Ithaca, NY to Wellsboro, PA (home of PA Grand Canyon) down to Tunkhannock, PA and is less than 30 minutes from the Finger Lakes region.

For more information about this leadership opportunity, please contact Krisi VanTassel at krisi.vantassel@guthrie.org or (570) 887-5203, www.ichoseguthrie.org.
Sweet Hospitalist Opportunity with Penn State Health

Penn State Health is a multi-hospital health system serving patients across central Pennsylvania seeking exceptional physicians to join our Penn State Health family to provide patient care as a Hospitalist.

What we’re offering:
- Faculty positions as well as non-teaching hospitalist positions within our multi-hospital system as well as our outpatient practices;
- Network with experienced hospitalist colleagues and collaborative leadership;
- Ability to develop quality improvement projects in transition of care and other scholarly pursuits of interest;
- Commitment to patient safety in a team approach model;
- Potential for growth into leadership roles;
- Competitive salary, comprehensive benefit package, relocation, and so much more!

What we’re seeking:
- Collaborative individual to work with diverse population and staff;
- Medical degree - MD, DO, or foreign equivalent;
- Completion of an accredited Internal Medicine or Family Medicine program;
- BC/BE in Internal or Family Medicine;
- Must have or be able to acquire a license to practice in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania;
- No J1 visa waiver sponsorships available.

What the area offers:
Located in a safe family-friendly setting in central Pennsylvania, our local neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost of living whether you prefer a more suburban setting or thriving city rich in theater, arts, and culture. Our communities are rich in history and offers an abundant range of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse experiences. We’re conveniently located within a short distance to major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC, Baltimore, and Washington DC.
For more information please contact: Heather Peffley, Physician Recruiter at: hpeffley@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

PennState Health

Penn State Health is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. Equal Opportunity Employer – Minorities/Women/Protected Veterans/Disabled.

Where Quality of Life and Quality of Care Come Together
Med/Peds Hospitalist Opportunities Available Join the Healthcare Team at Berkshire Health Systems

Berkshire Health Systems is currently seeking BC/BE Med/Peds physicians to join our comprehensive Hospitalist Department
- Day and Nocturnist positions
- Previous Med/Peds Hospitalist experience is preferred
- Leadership opportunities available

Located in Western Massachusetts Berkshire Medical Center is the region’s leading provider of comprehensive health care services
- Comprehensive care for all newborns and pediatric inpatients including:
  - Level I nursery
  - 7 bed pediatrics unit
  - Care for pediatric patients admitted to the hospital
- Comprehensive adult medicine service including:
  - 302-bed community teaching hospital with residency programs
  - Geographic rounding model
  - A closed ICU/CCU
  - A full spectrum of Specialties to support the team
  - A major teaching affiliate of the University of Massachusetts Medical School and University of New England College of Osteopathic Medicine
- 7 on 7 off 12 hour shift schedule

We understand the importance of balancing work with a healthy personal lifestyle
- Located just 2½ hours from Boston and New York City
- Small town New England charm
- Excellent public and private schools
- World renowned music, art, theater, and museums
- Year round recreational activities from skiing to kayaking, this is an ideal family location.

Berkshire Health Systems offers a competitive salary and benefits package, including relocation.

Interested candidates are invited to contact:
Liz Mahan, Physician Recruitment Specialist, Berkshire Health Systems 725 North St. • Pittsfield, MA 01201 • (413) 395-7866
Applications accepted online at www.berkshirehealthsystems.org

Employment Opportunity in the Beautiful Adirondack Mountains of Northern New York

Current Opening for a full-time, Hospital Employed Hospitalist. This opportunity provides a comfortable 7 on/7 off schedule, allowing ample time to enjoy all that the Adirondacks have to offer!

Come live where others vacation!
- Convenient schedules
- Competitive salary & benefits
- Unparalleled quality of life
- Family friendly community
- Excellent schools
- Nearby Whiteface Mountain ski resort
- Home of the 1932 & 1980 Olympic Training Center
- Winter Olympics and current Olympic Training Center
- Annual Ironman Competition
- World Cup Bobsled and Ski Events
- Abundant arts community

Hike, fish, ski, golf, boat or simply relax and take in the beauty and serenity of the Adirondack Mountains

Contact: Joanne Johnson
518-897-2706
johanson@adirondackhealth.org
www.adirondackhealth.org

To advertise in The Hospitalist or the Journal of Hospital Medicine

Contact:
Heather Gonroski
973.290.8259
hgonroski@mdedge.com
or
Linda Wilson
973.290.8243
lwilson@mdedge.com
Ochsner Health System is seeking physicians to join our hospitalist team. BC/BE Internal Medicine and Family Medicine physicians are welcomed to apply. Highlights of our opportunities are:

- Hospital Medicine was established at Ochsner in 1992. We have a stable 50+ member group
- 7 on 7 off block schedule with flexibility
- Dedicated nocturnists cover nights
- Base plus up to 45K in incentives
- Average census of 14-18 patients
- E-ICU intensivist support with open ICUs at the community hospitals
- EPIC medical record system with remote access capabilities
- Dedicated RN and Social Work Clinical Care Coordinators
- Community based academic appointment
- The only Louisiana Hospital recognized by US News and World Report Distinguished Hospital for Clinical Excellence award in 4 medical specialties
- Co-hosts of the annual Southern Hospital Medicine Conference
- We are a medical school in partnership with the University of Queensland providing clinical training to third and fourth year students
- Leadership support focused on professional development, quality improvement, and academic committees & projects
- Opportunities for leadership development, research, resident and medical student teaching
- Skilled nursing and long term acute care facilities seeking hospitalists and mid-levels with an interest in geriatrics
- Paid malpractice coverage and a favorable malpractice environment in Louisiana
- Generous compensation and benefits package

Ochsner Health System is Louisiana’s largest non-profit, academic, healthcare system. Driven by a mission to Serve, Heal, Lead, Educate and Innovate, coordinated clinical and hospital patient care is provided across the region by Ochsner’s 29 owned, managed and affiliated hospitals and more than 80 health centers and urgent care centers. Ochsner is the only Louisiana hospital recognized by U.S. News & World Report as a “Best Hospital” across four specialty categories caring for patients from all 50 states and more than 80 countries worldwide each year. Ochsner employs more than 18,000 employees and over 1,100 physicians in over 90 medical specialties and subspecialties, and conducts more than 600 clinical research studies. For more information, please visit ochsner.org and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.

Interested physicians should email their CV to profrecruiting@ochsner.org or call 800-488-2240 for more information.

Reference # SHM2017.

Sorry, no opportunities for J1 applications.

Ochsner is an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.
Hospitalist & Nocturnist Opportunities in SW Virginia & NE Tennessee

Ballad Health, located in Southwest Virginia and Northeast Tennessee, is currently seeking Full Time, BE/BC, Day Shift Hospitalists and Nocturnist Hospitalists to join its team.

Qualified candidates will work within Ballad Health Facilities and will need an active Virginia and/or Tennessee license, depending on facility location.

Facilities:
Ballad Health Southwest Virginia
Johnston Memorial Hospital, Russell County Medical Center, Smyth County Community Hospital, Norton Community Hospital, Mountain View Regional Medical Center, Lonesome Pine Hospital

Ballad Health Northeast Tennessee
Johnson City Medical Center, Holston Valley Medical Center, Bristol Regional Medical Center and Hawkins County Memorial Hospital

Please Contact:
Ballad Health Physician Recruitment
800-844-2260
docjobs@balladhealth.org

Full time positions with the following incentives:
- Hospital Employed (earning potential, exceeding $300K per year)
- Day and Nocturnist Shifts (7 days on – 7 days off)
- Competitive Annual Salary
- Excellent Benefits
- Generous Sign On Bonus
- Relocation Assistance
- Teaching and Faculty Opportunities with System Residency Programs
- Critical Care Physician Coverage in most of the facilities CCU/PCUs
- Opportunity to Participate in Award-Winning Quality Improvement Projects

The University of Michigan, Division of Hospital Medicine seeks board certified/board eligible internists to join our growing and dynamic division. Hospitalist duties include teaching of medical residents and students, direct patient care in our non-resident and short-stay units and involvement in quality improvement and patient safety initiatives. Novel clinical platforms that feature specialty concentrations (hematology/oncology service, renal transplant service and bone marrow transplant teams) as well as full-time nocturnist positions are also available. Our medical short stay unit provides care for both observation and inpatient status patients and incorporates advanced practice providers as part of the medical team.

The ideal candidate will have trained at, or have clinical experience at a major US academic medical center. Sponsorship of H1B and green cards is considered on a case-by-case basis for outstanding individuals. Research opportunities and hospitalist investigator positions are also available for qualified candidates.

The University of Michigan is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer and encourages applications from women and minorities.

HOW TO APPLY
Interested parties may apply online at www.medicine.umich.edu/hospital-medicine or email cover letter and CV to Vineet Chopra, MD, MSc, Chief, Division of Hospital Medicine at kcreed@umich.edu.

WWW.MEDICINE.UMICH.EDU/HOSPITAL-MEDICINE
THE Hospitalist

To advertise in THE Hospitalist or the Journal of Hospital Medicine

CONTACT:
Heather Gonroski
973.290.8259
hgonroski@medge.com
or
Linda Wilson
973.290.8243
lwilson@medge.com

Hospitalists and Nocturnists Opportunities Available

Your work is your passion. But it’s not your whole life. Join a system that supports your need to balance work and home life. You can find great dining, art, entertainment, and culture in our cities, as well as peace and quiet in our rural areas. With opportunity for advancement and great schools and colleges nearby, it’s a great place to grow your career and your family.

UPMC Pinnacle — a growing, multisite health system in south central Pennsylvania — can meet your needs at one of our seven acute care hospitals

Join our Hospitalist Team

- Traditional block and flexible schedules
- Closed and open ICU environments available with options for procedures and dedicated code teams
- Competitive salary — above MGMA median salary
- Additional compensation for nocturnist and ICU coverage
- Strong advanced practice provider support at all locations
- Great administrative and clinical leadership support

Schedule a call with our recruiter today!
Contact Rachel Jones, MBA, FASPR
Physician Recruiter
rajoness@pinnaclehealth.org
717-231-8796

UPMC Pinnacle
UPMCpinnacle.com/Providers

Bassett Healthcare Network
Hospitalist

Bassett Healthcare Network, a progressive health care network in Central New York and major teaching affiliate of Columbia University, is seeking a BC/BE Hospitalist to serve our patient population in Central New York.

- 7 on/7 off Schedule
- Closed ICU
- Group Employed model
- Full Benefits
- Highly Ranked Schools
- Visa Support
- Stress Free Commute
- Fully Integrated EMR

Nestled in the foothills of the Adirondack and Catskill Mountains, Bassett Medical Center is located in Cooperstown, New York, a beautiful resort village on Otsego Lake. Home to the National Baseball Hall of Fame and Museum, the Glimmerglass Opera Company, and the Fenimore Art Museum, the area also boasts many cultural and four season recreational advantages including theater, music, museums, golf, sailing, hiking, and skiing.

For confidential consideration, please contact:
Joelle Holk, Medical Staff Recruitment
phone: 607-547-6982; fax: 607-547-3651;
email: joelle.holk@bassett.org
or visit our web-site at www.experiencebassett.org

Bassett Medical Center provides equal employment opportunities (EEO) to all employees and applicants for employment without regard to race, color, religion, creed, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth, or related condition), age, national origin or ancestry, citizenship, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression (including transgender status), or genetic predisposition or carrier status, military or veteran status, familial status, or victim of domestic violence, or any other status protected by law.

Berkshire Health Systems

Hospitalist Opportunity Available
Join the Healthcare Team at Berkshire Health Systems!

Berkshire Health Systems is currently seeking BC/BE Internal Medicine physicians to join our comprehensive Hospitalist Department

- Day, Evening and Nocturnist positions
- Previous Hospitalist experience is preferred

Located in Western Massachusetts Berkshire Medical Center is the region’s leading provider of comprehensive health care services

- 302-bed community teaching hospital with residency programs
- A major teaching affiliate of the University of Massachusetts Medical School and UNECOM
- Geographic rounding model
- A closed ICU/CCU
- A full spectrum of specialties to support the team
- 7 on/7 off 10 hour shift schedule

We understand the importance of balancing work with a healthy personal lifestyle

- Located just 2½ hours from Boston and New York City
- Small town New England charm
- Excellent public and private schools
- World renowned music, art, theater, and museums
- Year round recreational activities from skiing to kayaking, this is an ideal family location.

Berkshire Health Systems offers a competitive salary and benefits package, including relocation.

Interested candidates are invited to contact:
Liz Mahan, Physician Recruitment Specialist, Berkshire Health Systems
725 North St. • Pittsfield, MA 01201 • (413) 995-7668
Applications accepted online at www.berkshirehealthsystems.org
Hospitalist Opportunities with Penn State Health

Penn State Health is a multi-hospital health system serving patients and communities across central Pennsylvania. We are seeking IM/FM trained physicians interested in joining the Penn State Health family in various settings within our system.

What We’re Offering:
- Community Setting Hospitalist opportunities (Lancaster and Berks County positions)
- We’ll foster your passion for patient care and cultivate a collaborative environment rich with diversity
- Commitment to patient safety in a team approach model
- Experienced hospitalist colleagues and collaborative leadership
- Salary commensurate with qualifications
- Relocation Assistance

What We’re Offering:
- Internal Medicine or Family Medicine trained
- Ability to acquire license in the State of Pennsylvania
- Must be able to obtain valid federal and state narcotics certificates
- Current American Heart Association BLS and ACLS certification required
- BE/BC in Family Medicine or Internal Medicine (position dependent)
No J1 visa waiver sponsorships available

What the Area Offers:
Penn State Health is located in Central Pennsylvania. Our local neighborhoods boast a reasonable cost of living whether you prefer a more suburban setting or thriving city rich in theater, arts, and culture. Our surrounding communities are rich in history and offer an abundant range of outdoor activities, arts, and diverse experiences. We’re conveniently located within a short distance to major cities such as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, NYC, Baltimore, and Washington DC.

For more information please contact Heather J. Peffley, PHR FASPR, Penn State Health Physician Recruiter hpeffley@pennstatehealth.psu.edu

Penn State Health is committed to affirmative action, equal opportunity and the diversity of its workforce. Equal Opportunity Employer – Minorities/Women/Protected Veterans/Disabled.

Seeking Changemakers
Join Our Hospitalist Team

Lewiston, Idaho is a charming town perfect for enjoying the outdoors, as well as the city.

To ensure a work-life balance, we promise a 7on/7off stable and predictable schedule.

FT benefits packages include health insurance, dental, vision, 401(k) eligibility, disability coverage, CME, and med-mal.

In addition to above-market comp, we reimburse travel, lodging, DEA, and state licensure.

Learn More
Email: recruiting@hnihc.com
www.HNIhealthcare.com

NYU Winthrop Hospital

DAYTIME & NIGHTTIME HOSPITALISTS

Long Island, NY. NYU Winthrop Hospital, a 591-bed, university-affiliated medical center and an American College of Surgeons (ACS) Level 1 Trauma Center based in Western Nassau County, NY is seeking BC/BE internists for academic Hospitalist positions.

Ideal candidates will have exemplary clinical skills, a strong interest in teaching house staff and a long term commitment to inpatient medicine. Interest in research and administration a plus. Salaried position with incentive, competitive benefits package including paid CME, malpractice insurance and vacation.

Interested candidates, please email CV and cover letter to: Dina.Chenouda@nyulangone.org or fax to: (516) 663-8964
Ph: (516) 663-8963
Attn: Vice Chairman, Dept of Medicine-Hospital Operations
As CDI activities

NYU Winthrop Hospital is located in the heart of Nassau County in suburban Long Island, 30 miles from NYC and just minutes from LI's beautiful beaches.
Legacies

Living into your legacy

What I learned from women of impact

By Vineet Arora, MD, MAPP, MHM

The word legacy has been synonymous with death to me. When so and so dies, we discuss their legacy. I had a powerful experience that changed my mind on this word that is befitting for this Legacies column.

Seven years ago, I was sitting in a room of powerful women, and I was the youngest one there. I wasn’t sure how I got there, but I am glad I did because it changed my life. At the time, I was panicked. The exercise was called “Craft your legacy statement.”

But this exercise was different. The ask was to “live into your legacy.” Craft a legacy statement in three minutes that summarizes what you want your legacy to be and then decide the three things you need to do now to get there. So, here is my exact legacy 3-minute statement: I am an innovator pushing teaching hospitals to optimize training and patient care delivery through novel technologies and systems science. Clearly, I did not aim high enough. One of the other attendees stated her legacy simply as “Unleash the impossible!” So clearly, I was not able to think big at that moment, but I trudged on.

Next, I had to write the three things I was going to do to start enacting my legacy that day. Things went from bad to worse quickly since I knew this was not going to be easy. The No. 1 thing had to be something I was going to stop doing because it did not fit with my legacy; No. 2 was what I was going to start doing to enact this legacy now; and No. 3 was something I was going to do to get me closer to what I wanted to be doing. So No. 1 was to resign my current leadership role that I had had for 8 years; No. 2, start joining national committees that bridge education and quality, and No. 3, meet with senior leadership to pitch this new role as a bridging leader that would align education and quality.

As happens with all conferences, I went home and forgot what I had done and learned. I settled back into my old life and routines. A few weeks later, a plain looking envelope with awful penmanship showed up at my doorstep addressed to me. It wasn’t until after I opened it and read what was inside that I realized I was the one with horrible penmanship! I completely forgot that I wrote this letter to myself even though they told me it would come and I would forget I wrote it! So, how did I do? Let’s just say if the letter had not arrived, I am not sure where I would be. Fortunately, it did come, and I followed my own orders. Fast forward to present day and I recently stepped into a new role – associate chief medical officer of clinical learning environment – a bridging leader who aligns education and clinical care missions for our health system. Let’s just say again, had that letter not arrived, I am not sure where I would be now.

I have been fortunate to do many things in hospital medicine – clinician, researcher, educator, and my latest role as a leader. Through it all, I would say that there are some lessons that I have picked up along the way that helped me advance, in ways I did not realize:

• Be bold. Years ago, when I was asked by my chair who they should pick to be chief resident, I thought “This must be a trick question – I should definitely tell him why I should be chosen – and then pick the next best person who I want to work with.” Apparently, I was the only person who did that, and that is why my chair chose me. Everyone else picked two other people. So the take-home point here is do not sell yourself short … ever.

• Look for the hidden gateways. A few years ago, I was asked if I wanted to be an institutional leader by the person who currently had that role. I was kind of thrown for a loop since of course I would not want to appear like I wanted to take his job. I said everything was fine and I felt pretty good about my current positions. It was only a few weeks later that I realized that he was ascertaining my interest in his job since he was leaving. They gave the job to someone else and the word on the street was I was not interested. I totally missed the gate! While it wasn’t necessarily the job I missed out on, it was the opportunity to consider the job because I was afraid. So, don’t miss the gate. It’s the wormhole to a different life that may be the right one for you, but you need to “see it” to seize it.

• Work hard for the money and for the fun. There are many things Gwyneth Paltrow does that I do not agree with, but I will give her credit for one important lesson: She divides her movie roles into those she does for love (for example, The Royal Tenenbaums) and those she does for money (for example, Shallow Hal). It made me realize that even a Hollywood starlet has to do the stuff she may not want to do for the money. So, as a young person, you have to work hard for the money, but ideally it will help you take on a project you love, whatever it is. You’ve won the game when you’re mostly paid to work for the fun … but that may take some time.

• Always optimize what is best for you personally AND professionally. While I was on maternity leave, the job of my dreams presented itself – or so I thought it did. It was at the intersection of policy, quality, and education, with a national stage, and I would not need to move. But I knew I could not accept the travel commitment with a young child. While I wondered if I would have regrets, it turns out the right decision professionally also has to work personally. Likewise, there are professional obligations that I take on because they work personally.

• Figure out who your tea house pals are. A few years ago, I was in San Francisco with two close friends having an epic moment about what to do with our lives as adults. We were all on the cusp of changing our directions. Not surprisingly, I could see what the other needed to do, but we could not see it for ourselves. We still text each other sometimes about the need to go back to the Tea House. Sometimes your “tea house pals” are not necessarily those around you every day. They know you, but not everyone in your work place. This “arm’s length” or distance gives them the rational, unbiased perspective to advise you – distance that you or your colleagues will never have.

• Look for ways to enjoy the journey. Medicine is a very long road. I routinely think about this working with all the trainees and junior faculty I encounter. You can’t be in this solely for the end of the journey. The key is to find the joy in the journey. For me, that has always come from seeking out like-minded fellow travelers to share my highs and lows. While I tweet for many reasons, a big reason is that I take pleasure in watching others on the journey and also sharing my own journey. Here’s to your journey and living your legacy!
Our HM physicians can retire with millions by contributing this to their 401(k):


At US Acute Care Solutions, we provide company-funded 401(k) at 10%, which means physicians, over the course of a 30-year career with us, could have millions for retirement.* All without contributing anything from their own pockets. How can we offer such amazing benefits? It’s easy. As the largest physician-owned group in the country, we are the ones creating our own benefit packages. We know what it takes to live the good life, and we deliver. To find out more, go to usacs.com/retirement

*Based on a maximum company contribution of $28,000 at 8% per year return over a 30 year period.

Visit USACS.com/HMcareers
or call us at 1-844-863-6797. careers@usacs.com